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Executive Board News and Promotion---------..---
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IN A PRE-CONVENTION meeting,
the Executive Board adopted the report of the Survey Committee. This Jesus Offers
committee had been appointed earlY
this year to make a careful study of 'Encouragement'
the work of the departments of the
THE 14TH CHAPTER of John preBaptist Building.
sents a scene of fear, disappointment,
Among other things the Survey and sorrow, but it also gives great enCommittee recommended the reorgani- couragement and hope. Jesus had anzation of the Executive Board. The nounced to His disciples that one would
plan calls f9r six committees of the betray Him, and another• would deny
Board as follows: Oper.ating, Program, him, and that he would soon leave
Finance, Nominating, Executive, and them, and this brought great fear and
Advisory.
deep sorrow to their hearts. Knowing
The Operating Committee will be the anxieties of the disciples' hearts,
made up of the following personnel: Jesus said some things that have
The president of the Convention, the helped Christians down through the
president of I the Executive Board, and ages. He said, 4'Put your faith in God
one member from each of the eight and believe in • me." Jesus knew that
districts now recognized in .o ur state their Master and Leader was leaving
work. This committee of ten will su- this earth and they would be left bepervise and direct the work of the de- hind. He also knew that without faith
partments ·and any work assigned to it it was useless to urge the disciples to
by the Executive Board.
forget or overcome their frustrations.
This committee wm be charged with -- There was cause for frustration. But
the responsibility of nominating for faith in God gave those early disciples
election by the Executive Board, the hope and the encouragement of Jesus
Executive Secretary and the editor of furnished them with the courage to
the Arkansas Baptist. It will also rec- keep on trying evf3n though they were
ommend the election of department not able to see the way,
heads nominated by the Executive SecThere are frustrations, fear, and del'etary,
It will also be the duty of this com- spair in every church today, These
fearful people just know that the budgmittee to recommend to the Board
et cannot be subscribed, and if the
(1) The adoption of specific objecmembers do make pledges, that they
tives for the departments.
will not be able to pay them, so the
(2) Board adoption of policies to be best thing to do is just coast along.
observed in carrying out these pr.o- Then when the church decides, under
grams.
God, to use a plan that will challenge
<3> A plan of organization for the and encourage the people to at Iea..st
make an effort to pledge and subscribe
staff of the Executive Board.
<4) Fa c i I 1 ties and services that a budget these fearful people feel in
should be provided for the conduct of their hearts that the church will be
ruined.
the programs assigned to the Board.
There are other situations where the
The committee should meet-in alternate months, except during the sum- church people are in despair. The
church has not seert fit to take the admer.
The Program Committee should be vice of the despairing people and are
concerned with the objectives, plans, now neck deep in a program for Christ,
policies, and accomplishments of the that takes planning, prayer, effort, and
dedication. This program is ministertotal program of Arkansas Baptists.
ing to people by getting them to give
This committee will be more of the
and all that they have for
nature of a study com~ittee to give themselves
the ongoing of Kingdom business.
careful consideration to long range
We would remind those church memprograms and objectives <except financial>. It will review and evaluate the bers who are in despair of the words
reports of the Convention institutions of Jesus, "Believe in God, believe also
and the Operating Committee of the in Christ." Faith in God, and trust in
Executive Board on their program J esus Christ is basic in any "all-out"
plans and accomplishments, and also effort for the sake of Christ.
their requests for allocation of undesThe greatest encouragement for the
lgnated financial resources.
disciples was the assurance bY Jesus
This committee should consist of that they would not be left alone. Jesus
about 25 members and should meet at said, "I am leaving, but my going will
least twice each year.-S. A. Whitlow, bring the Great Helper - The Holy
Executive Secretary · •
Spirit." What comfort to troubled
Page Two

SOUTHERN CONV.ij;NTION President
Brooks Hays was touched by the standing ovation before and after his address at the Arkansas Baptist State
Convention. He e m p h a s i z e d the
"world as the Christian's workshop."
(Story on page 24.)

souls! What assurance to vacillating
human beings! When the disciples
heard Jesus. say, "I will pray the• Fa~
ther, and He shall give you an0thBrl
Comforter," they took neW courage?
From that day forward, those earlY''
Christians did things in a peculiar way,
because they were a peculiar people,
doing business un,d.er a peculiar power.
When others said, "It can't be done,"
they repli_ed, "We can do all things
through Christ which strengtheneth us."
When others were whipped and defeated, those early Christians said, "We are
more than conquerors through Him
that helps us."
When others were frustrated and
fearful, the disciples remembered the•
sobering, calming words of Jesus "peace I leave with you, my peace I I
give unto you . . . Let not your heart.
be troubled, neither let it be afraid."
If there is a lack of willingness to
work, give and pray, on the .Part of'
any, let those of us who are trying to
lead and minister to the needs of the
careless, i n d i f f e r e n t, uninformed
church members to be encouraged by
the words of our Master. We must always remember that when we have real
faith in God, and are trusting in Jesus·
Christ, we have the assurance of His
blessings, We can win victories amid.
defeats, we can have peace in a confused world, and we can find happiness in despair.-Ralph Douglas, Associate Secretary •
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Convention Adopts Record Budget
BAPTISTS OF Arkansas, in the 105th annual meeting of the Arkansas Baptist State Convention, Nov. 18-20, at 1st Church, Little Rock:

e Re-elected Pastor T. K. Rucker of 1st Church, Forrest City, as president of the
convention, and named Walter Yeldell, pastor of 1st Church, West Memphis, 1st
vice president; Burton A. Miley, pastqr of 1st Church, Springdale, 2nd vice president; L. C. Tedford, pastor of Grace Churcl)., North Little Rock, secretary; and
Dr. S. A. Whitlow (executive secretary), treasurer.
e

Voted to meet next Nov. 17-19 at Immanuel Church, Little Rock, with Don Hook,
pastor of 1st Church, Malvern, .as convention preacher, and Dr. S. W. Eubanks,
pastor of Immanuel Church, Ft. Smith, as alternate.

e Authorized Ouachita College, Arkadelphia, to borrow up to $625,000 to erect
two new dormitories, one for men and one for women, between now and next September in lieu of a state fund-raising campaign authorized a year ago.

CHRISTIAN Optimism is reflected
on the counte.nwnoes of these four Arkansas Ba.ptist leaders chosen to responsible positions at the recent atnnual meeting of the Ar~wnsas Baptist
State Convention in Little Rock. Left
to ·rig.ht: T. K. Rucker, pastor of 1st
Church, Forrest City, oonvention president; Dr. S. A. Whitlow, e~ecutive secretary of the E~ecutive Board of the
convention, treasurer; L. C. Tedford,
pastor of Grace Church, North Little
Rock, secretary; and Burton A. Miley,
pastor of 1st Church, Springdale, ~nd
vice pr.esident. Missing when the pictUlle
was made was Walter Yeldell, pastor of
1st · Church, West Memphis, 1st vice
pl'esidoent. - Photo by Owen Gunre.r

e Raised the ceiling on debt limit of Arkansas Baptist Hospital, Little Rock, to
$850,000, because of increased building costs.

EUGENE WEATHERLY, a junior
•
at Oua·c hita College, has accepted a
call to become pastor of the Rankin
Chapel Church near Dumas Harmony
i\SSOCiation. His home is ' at Para-

For "Free Church, State"

~ould.
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e

Authorized the board of trustees of Arkansas Baptist Hospital to negotiate with
North Little Rock city authorities to work out plans for the operation of a new
hospital to be built in North Little Rock, providing Arkansas Baptist Hospital is
chosen as the operator,
'

e Adopted a budget totaling $1,700,000 for 1959, including $100,000 to be raised
in the annual Thanksgiving offering for Bottoms Baptist Orphanage; $884,800 to
go to state causes and $576,000 to Southern Convention causes.
e Voted, on recommendation of .i ts Civic Morality Committee, to sponsor a new
organization in cooperation with other denominatiops in the state that would cover
"the complete' field of civic morality: liquor, gambling, dope, indecent literature,
an~ other related problems" and that the year 1959 b~· the time fqr the. launching
of the organization.
e

Abolished their boards on camps and assemblies and provided for· the camps
and assemblies program to be u'nder the direction of the Executive Committee of
the State Conv~ntion.
·
The Convention adopted a resolution reaffirming "Our faith and firm belief
in the historic Baptist position of a free church in a free state, involving the absolute and complete separation of church and state, and opposing the use of public
tax funds for the support of religious agencies or institutions, whether such support be total or in part."
In other resolutions, the convention voted:
"Be it l'esolved that the cause of civic morality become a prime emphasis in
our individual and corporate labors, and that simple integrity, sobriety and moral
purity be urged upon our Baptist people 'of all age groups."
"Be it further ·resolved that in as much as Sunday, the Lord's day, is basic in
the life of our churches, and in the teachina:s of Christianity, we reaffirm our belief that it is a sacred and holy day. And that since certain forces are no:w moving
to make possible the holding of general elections on Sunday, we express our staunch
disapproval of all such efforts to make such possible in our state and land."

Pledge to Prayer
"Be it further resolved that we pledge ourselves to prayer on behalf of the total
life of the peoples of Arkansas to the end that .qod might work His way of love,
grace and good will in the communal life of the state."
"Be it further resolved that we express our continue·d approval of the Cooperative Program as the sine ·qua non of the Baptist purpose of progress and prosperity, and that we give renewed interest to our support of the Cooperative Program
and through the .program to the total cause of Christ around the world."
The convtilntion ~dopted a resolution characte:tlizing the 1958 sessions as being
sessions of "good reports, excellent fellowship, and spiritual inspiration," and calling·to the remembrance of those in attendance "the w~;~.y along which we as Baptists
have come," stating that "the evidences of God's ·grace· have been abundant and the
needs of the world are now in every way clearly se·e n.''
Appreciation was expressed to the members of the host church, 1st Church, and
its interim pastor, Wayne Smith, "for their Christian hospitali~y and for thei1' efforts in behalf of our comfort." Appreciation was also expri!SSed for "the greater
fellowship in the city of Little Rock for its cordial welcome."
The convention's leaders and officers were commended "fol' their Mficiency in
handling the <:onvention's program and business, the program being of a ve.rY h.igh
caliber and business being conducted in the very finest traditions of Christian democracy."
•
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The Girls' Ensemble of 1st Church, McGehee, sings for one
of the State Convention sessions.

Conventio~ President T. K. Rucker leads the congregation
in singing the Doxology to conclude the 105th annual session
of the State Convention.
·

Convention Sermon

God In Christ, Reco·nciling
share with Mohamml!:li,: a.nq Confupius, one of his fireside chats: "This generand Buddha, _a nd . Ml;l-r:y ~al;ter ;Jl;ddy, atiOI). has a rend~zvous w~th destiny."
and John Smith the divinity of its Jesus painted the condition of the
(Editor's Note: Following is a
world when a new emergency of God
Lord.
summary of the annual sermon at
the 'recent state convention.)
God became fleSh and dwelt among would be expected. He pointed out the
tem,ple that would be thrown down,
Scripture: "God was in Christ, rec- us that we might behold Him; that He D.Qt one stone left upon another. •False
oneiling the world unto himself, not :might bare His love before the eyes of messiahs would come; don't believe
counting their trespasses unto them; sinful creatures; that He might be- them. Nation would rise ag,~i.ins.t naAnd hath committed unto us the min- come poor in order foil us to become tiQn. Mep,'s hea~·ts would fail them for
istry of reconciliation. We then, are rich; that He sho~s us that forgive- fear.
now ambassadors for Christ, as though ness cannot be . achieved by our futile
When things are at the worst, a new
God were entreating you by us, .we effort:). to be good or to do goo.d but a
emergence
of God may come. Jesus
sacrif~ce
divtne.
p.ray . you in Christ's stead, be ye recsai_d, "Wpen these . thing~ begin to
onciled to Qod. For he hEl-d. made him
Dr. Paul Schei'er tells the story of J'L
to be sin for us, wl:!.o knew no sin; man who had a brilliant and much- Jtass, look up, and lift up your heads
tP-at we. might be made th~ righteous- loved son who lost his life in a rail- for you:r redemption draweth nigh."
In these ti~es where is .God? He. is
ness of God in Him" (II Cor. 5.:19; 20; way accident. Then the news reached
where
He has always been - recon~1).
the father. He rusped over to the home
It has been observed by some critic of his pastor. Opening the door with- ciling, loving, intercepting, creating,
in the ;realm of religion that · Ch~·istian .out knocldng he. rushed up to his pas- ·11edeeming, forgiving - this is God in
ity or Christendom is in danger of los- tor crying out: "Where was God when actiQn.
ing Christ. This of course is a con- my son was killed?" In ·this terrible
History God's Story
traditction of terms. Perish tl;le thought moment what could h~ pastor say, but
History is God's story and God has
- to have Christianity , withol,lt Christ in a moment he had, the answer: "God.
is as impossible as to have an automo- was just where he was when His own a'c ted in History at three focal points:
God in Christ at Bethlehem, God in
bile without an eng,ne.
son was killed."
Christ at Calvary, God in Christ at JoWe have Christianity beoause Christ,
Where was God when Lazarus died?
the Son of God,_emerged in history as "Had you been here my brother had not seph's Tomb.
Each was God in action, reconciling
a person to redeem and reconcile God's died," the sister told Jesus.
and redeeming,
creature, .man. Christianity· is a livWhere was God. when d.i:sa.ster overing union between Christ and those
God was in Christ, reconciling, at
who have believed in Him unto sal- took you? Where Waf? God when yo~ Bethlehem's manger. "God became
vation. Our salvation is not faith in and I sinned against the Light?
~lesh and dwelt among us."
a creed, however sacred. Our salvation
A young Harvard student had beOne thing is certain: God was comis not- faith in a church, however an- ing with every invasion of human life come disturbed by the cynicism and
cient. Our salvation is not faith in a he was allowed to m):Lke.
skepticism of his professors. and was
book, however holy. Our salvation is
He is the Poet's Hound of Heaven driven back t0 consider the encounter
not faith in religious ceremony, how- running men down, but beyond one with Christ he had had as a boy of
ev.er be~utiful. Our salvation is not point He cannot go. He will not co- 12 in the village church in Maryland.
faith in an accumulation of good works, erce. He will pursue but he will not Though his doubts were many the grip
ho:wever noble.
th,at Christ has on his personality held.
run o.ver.
The late President Roosevelt. said in As he meditated, he wrote the words
Christianity is unique. It does not
By W. H. HICKS

Pasto~, Pulaski Heights Ch11;~ch
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hat later were put to musie and ealled,
'Our Harvard Hymn." Here they are:
"I know not how that Bethlehem's babe
could in the God-head be;
I] on~y know the. manger child has b?·ought"
God's life to me.
I] know not how thwt Calvatiy's Cross a
world from sin cop,ld free;
'only know its 'matchless love has brought
God's love to me.
I] know not how that Joseph's Tinnb could
sowe dea,th's mystery;
11 only know a living Christ, OU1' bmnor"
tality!"
James Stewart says : "The doctrine
of the incarnation means that God has
come right into the midst of the shoutIng and tumult of this world. Jesus
;walked the stony earth, suffered under
Pontius Pilate and endured the Cross,
despising its shame."
If we do not see God in Fhe face of
!lesus Christ, we will never see Him.
God seemed to be saying, "Here in
f!lll view of my creatures is everything
that I am."
A little girl says to her pastor: "I
want a God with a face on." The Biple has the answer for her and for all
the world. "He that hath seen me hath
seen the Father."
A man wrote his vision of Heaven:
!'I entered and asked where is God?
1\nd the angel replied, 'God is seen here
as little as on earth, for God is infinite.
But Christ is here. He is the visible
image of the invisible God and only in
Him can anyone· see God - either here
in Heaven or on earth.' "
It pleased the Father that in Him
should all fulness dwell, .for in Him
tlwells all the fulness of the Godhead
bodily, Paul to Colossians wrote: "He
is the visible image of the invisible
God."
Philip said to Jesus: "Show us the
Pather." "Have I been so long with
(Continued! on page 1fJ) ·
E-'---
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FORMER MISSIONARY Dawson
King, left, who· is retiring after many
years as secretary of the Arkansas
Baptist S t a t e Convention, receives
good wishes from Dr. Walter Johnson,
pastor of University Church, Fayette·
ville, on whose motion the congregation stood in appreciation for Secretary King.
Convention President T. K. Rucker
with the historic gavel used in presiding over the 105th annual session of
the cohvention. Donor of the gavel
was Mrs. Adolph Schweizerhof, center,
a member of Central Church, North
L-ittle Rock, whose late husband made
the gavel from wood secured from an
elm tree planted by George Washington on the capitol grounds at Washington; D. C., in 1798. At right is Dr.
W. H. Hicks, pastor of Pulaski Heights
Church, Little Rock, preacher of the
annual convention sermon.
Baptist fellowship overflows into the
oyer of Robinson Auditorium follow·
ng one of the night sessions of the
state convention. In foreground, ' left
~o right, are Mrs. Edward Maddox and
~r. Maddox, of Harrisburg, and Pastor
Earl C. Edwards, of Tyropza.
ec:ember 4, 1958
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NEVER HAVE we seen a Baptist convention like the 105th annual
session of the Arkansas Baptist State Convention. And we may never
see another like it. For hundreds of Baptists to go through a. whole annual meeting without lifting an opposing or a questioning voice is, as
some have said facetiously, "un-baptistic." Especially is this remarkable when actions of such great import are under consideration as was
the case in the recent convention sessions.
In the election of officers, President T. K. Rucker, completing his
fir~:?t term, was given the democratic second term without opposition,
as is customary, and Executive Secretary S. A. Whitlow was re~elected
to the post customarily filled by the executive secretary, that of convention treasurer. In the case of each of the two vice presidents and of the
.secretary, there was only one nomination, each one being elected by acclamation. If there was a negative vote cast in the whole convention,
it slipped our notice. Yet, this was far from being a do-nothing conven.
tion. Actions were taken pointing to a great expansion of our work as
Arkansas Baptists in all departments.
Ouachita. College, standing at the crossroads, with its student housing facilities bursting at the seams, was given the answer of Arkansas
Baptists in no uncertain terms as to whether or not we are to restrict
the college enrollment and tell many of our young people to go elsewhere,
or whether we are to expand our facilities for the growing numbers
headed our way. The answer was: "Expand!" Ouachita was officially
authorized to borrow up to $625,000 for the immediate construction
of two new dormitories- one for men and one for women.
Arkansas Baptist Hospital, where an average of 55 new patients
are admitted daily~, was authorized to raise its debt cei1ing to $850,000
to make possible tne completion of its expansion program centering
around the $1,070,000 surgical b.uilding now under constructiQn and expected to be completed by July 1959.
Of far greater import, perhaps, than the most of the messengers
realized, was the abolition of the boards of assemblies and camps and
the provision for the camps and assemblies program to be under the
direction of the Executive Committee, with a substantial increase in
Cooperative Program support both fo:r operation and for capital needs.
This had been worked out over a period of time and had the support of
the retiring boards as well as of the State Executive Board. The adoption of the new plan by the convention signals a new and brighter day
for the camps and assemblies program.
The prospect of some phase of the race controversy being brouzht
into the convention deliberations one way or another kept the people
more or less on the edges of their chairs. No doubt a great share of the
credit for an avoidance of this should go to the prayers of the people
for harmony and forbearance. The address of President Rucker at
the opening session, in which he pointed out quite effectively the nature ·
of our cooperative work as Baptists who are self-governing as local
churches and responsible to God as individuals and churches, may well
have been a contributing factor. This reemphasized the fact that Baptists in conventions or associations can take no action binding or obligating local churches.
Another real factor, we believe, is the dedicated and positive leadership of the State Convention officers and workers, headed by Executive Secretary Whitlow and including the members of the State
Executive Board and many pastors and other church people across the
state. The plan worked out and put into operation this fall of taking the
proposed State Convention program out to our people at the foundation
of our organized work, in associational meetings of pastors and other
church leaders, could be bearing fruit already.
. No doubt our people, regardless of how they stand individua1ly on
the question of racial segregation or integration, are all together and
in one accord when it comes to our main task as Christians. While race
relations was not considered as such, the basic principles of Christianity,
which hold the answer to the race problems as to every other problem,
(See EDITORIAL, page 8)
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Lessons in Transit
WE FUSS a lot about traffic, but,
as Mark TWain said about weather,
we don't do much about it.
Traffic may give you a nervous
breakdown or it may help to keep you
from going crazy. It all depends on
whether you can learn to face it .___
and breathe it.
Adjusting to the traffic age is sor~ of
difficult for us fellows who grew up on
cow trails where old Brindle was aboUt
the only competitor for the right-ofway and the only fumes we had to
breathe were those of burning cornstalks or Christmas firecrackers. :But
.some things are worse, or lead to more
hardship, th,an adjusting.
Why is it there w1ll not be a flivver
stirring on your street - out in the
residential section, of course - for several minutes before and after you get
your car backed out of the carport and
headed for town, but you always have
to wait for somebody to pass just as
you are ready to back onto the street?
Well, you can get a pretty good idea
of the kind of boss the girls are going
to have down at the office on any
given day by how you react to. this
slight but annoying roadbloc_k. <We Big
Domes get so used to having our way at
the office, 1f not at home, tha~· it _.is. a
little hard to realize the city streets
are an exception.)
a
Surely, a psychiatrist's couch .can do
no better job of bringing our ch.ara:cter out to where it will show· than a
drive through the traffic during .rush
hours - and there are now just about
24 of these per day.
Hatred for the opposite sex as revealed in cracks about "women ci:tivers"
or "men drivers," depending oh which
you are not, ought to be revelatovy of
something. You may have to go to
some sort of personality expert to find
out what, and,. of course, you· may not
be a whale of a lot better off when
you find out. ,·
One reason we don't leal'n more in
traffic that would be worth something
to- us is that it takes so much of our
time trying to figure out how the other drivers got that way, We are like
the little girl who said to her little
playmate who was crowded into the
sand box with her, "If one of us would
get out of here I'd have more room! "
Our attitudes toward jaywalkers depends upon our viewpoillt - whether it
is from behind a steering wheel or
whether it is from a new-made footpath antigogling aeross a roaring block
of 5 o'clock traffic.
Yep, there's a lot to be learned in
traffic. If we will just face it, and us!

ARKANSAS
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Letters to the Editor

THE PEOPLE SPEAK

Appreciation for Hays
L>ear Bro. McDonald,
I thought you might be interested
to know how our Representative Brooks
Hays was received at the Flol'ida Baptist Convention in Miami November 11.
When he was introduced the Convention gave him a standing ovation. In
his message of that hour he reminded
~s that pastors are not only representatives of their congregations but they
are primarily representatives of and
speakers for God. They must have
moral courage in these immoral times.
The convention was threatened to
be bombed mainly because of the public .stand some of the pastors took on
the race issue, but the sessions went on
after a standing vote to do so in spite
of the threat. FBI men were all over·
the place.
.
Mr. Hays was speaker at the convocation at Stetson Univetsity which also
'during the week-end had Dr. J. D.
Gray, Harold Stassen and Billy Graham. When Brooks Hays was introduced the great crowd stood and applauded for several minutes. When he
finished the standing ovation came
again and he seemed deeply toucned
though he is not an overly emotional
man. Such response came to no other
man at the convention or at the Homecoming Weekend at Stef{son. - Carroll·
D. Citldwell, Stetson University, De
Land, Fla.
(Editor's Note: Wi:thout
·knowledge of what Florida Baptists
had done, Arkansas Baptists also honored Mr. HaYS with two standing ovations and extended cheers.)

Revised Standard Version
Dear Mr. McDonald:
I WANT to thank you for what you
said about the Revised Standard Version of the Bible in the "Letters" section of the Arkansas Baptist. If all
of our Baptist leaders had been saying these things through the years, our
people would not be l"OQbing themselves
now by refusing to use a modern version of the Bible.
I am continually thankful for your
courageous leadership dw·ing these difficult days in Arkansll-s. - Signed, but
name withheld.

7~ 1!«;~
This blessed, hol1f Ch·r istmas night
My heart with love eo;pands
To take in all the peoples of
All /M and distant lands.
I want to gather each one in..The poo?', the lost, the lone;
I want to tell each of my love
And make ea~h one my own.
Because a little Child was biwn
So many 11ears ago;
Today my hca?·t ·is fillecl with love
And blessed Ch?>istmas glow.
(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all rights merved)
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A CHECK FOR $10.00 PER ROOM RESERVATION MUST ACCOMPANY THIS REQUEST.
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION HOUSING

BUREAU.

HoTELS
SINGLES
DOUBLES
SUITES

MOTELS

$ 6 . 00-14.00
$ 8 . 00-17.00
$15 . 00-39.00

SINGLES
DOUBLES

$5.00- 9 .00
$8.00·14.00

PRIVATE HOMES
SINGLES
$2.00
DOUBLES
$4.00

PLEASE PRINT-(CHECK ONE)

$---

SUITE$---

$...........:.._
DOUBLE $ _ __

SUITE $_____,..-

HOTEL

SINGLE $__.__

DOUBLE

MOTEL

SINGLE $~

DOUBLE

PRIVATE HOME

SINGLE

$~

ADDRESS------------~----~~----~--------~~~----__;J
NAME--------------------------------------------~-----MAll,. THIS COUPON TO<
SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION HOUSING BUREAU
300 WEST LIBERTY STREET
LOUISVILLE 2. KENTUCKY

CONFIRMATION
WILL BE MAILED BY THE
HOTEL OR MOTEL

NOTE: THIS REQUEST WILL !'JOT BE HONORED IF POSTMARK!:D
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,P a\ e ~avo n

·Left, SBC President Brooks Hays is
greeted warmly by his Arkansas Baptist
Address on Russia
friends at the close of the final session
To' Be Published
SOUTHERN SEMINARY, Louisville, of the amiual State Convention, in Little
"Education in ' Russia Demands
is having a good year, with a fine spir- Rock's 1st Church.
that We Go Forward," an address
it among the faculty members and the
IUght, President Robert E. Naylor, of
by Dr. H. E. Williams of Southern
student body and Sou~hwestern Seminary, a former ArkBaptist College based on his experwith only slightly ansas pastor for many years, enjoys a
ience on a 5-week educational tour
fewer students en--, visit with long-time friends following his
to Soviet Russia recently as a memrolled than the to- sermon climaxing the State Convention.
ber of a group of 71 American edutal for last year,
'
cators was one of the highlights of
Professor Nolan P.
the r~cent meeting of the Arkansas
Howington, of the
RIAL
Baptist state convention.
seminary . faculty, EDITO
On the unanimous vote of the
told Southern Sem<Continued from page 6)
convention, this is to be published
inary alumni of Ar- were dealt with again and again by
in booklet form. It will also ' apkansas, at their an- speakers addressing the convention sespear in the Ark,ansas Ba.ptist, benual breakfast held sions. To give but one instance, Dr. Ralph
ginning with an early issue.
in connection with Phelps, president of Ouachita College,
MR. TAYLOR
the Arkansas state mentioned as one of· the areas of conconvention.
12,000 Professions
quest "for a Christian college in a world
In the absence from the meeting of
in crisis," the conquest of inter-space, Credited to Ch.aplains
Dr. W. 0. Vaught, chairman of ~he dealing with gulfs that exist between
SOUTHERN BAPTISTS have a toSouthern Seminary library fund cam- men, nations, races, labor and managepaign for Arkansas, whose father had ment, and religious groups-gulfs which tal of 1,167 military chaplains, 420 of
died, Dr. David Garland, pastor of must be bridge,d. Problems in these areas whom are on active duty, Dr. Alfred
Baring Cross Church, North Little cannot be solved by· laws or by force, he Carpenter, of the Home Mission Board,
Rook, gave the fund report. Of $1Q-,835 said, for laws cannot keep people from reported at the recent annual meeting
pledged by Arkansas alumni, $2,736.91 hating although they may point the way of the State Convention here. Approxhas been. paid, leaving an unpaid bal- we should go. The real . solution must ·imately 12,000 souls have been won to
Christ this year through the ministry
ance of $8,153.09, it was reported.
come from the right attitudes in the of these chaplains, he said.
hearts
of
the
people,
he
declareq.
Named as officers of the Arkansas
Dr. Carpenter continued:
alumni of Southern Seminary for the
The consensus of opinion seems to be
"Our chapla.ins are facing up to and
ensuing year were : Dale T-aylor, pastor that we have had a good convention and dealing with paganism. They are winof 1st Church, Smackover, president; that the spirit of harmony shown by ning the men of our nation in a
Baptist, vice president; and Walter John- Arkansas Baptists, the dark clouds of mighty fashion.
son, pastor of University Church, Fay- crisis notwithstanding, give reason for
"New mission areas are being enetteville, secretary. •
Christian optimism as we face whatever tered by chaplains in hospitals, prislies aheaP,.
ons, and industry through what is
called the civilian chaplaincy.
"An average of 35;ooo People in each
state need the ministry of the hospital
chaplaincy. The Home Mission Board
now has the g:reen light to advance in
this field .
"Approximately. 45,000 in each state
IF GIFT PROBLEMS ARE WHAT PUT YOU THERE,
need the mini-stry of prison chaplains.
BAY NO MOREl
W'RITE YOUR NEARBY BAPTIST
"Industry in the South employs 10,BOOK STORE FOR BAPTIST BOOK STORE GIFT
000,000; only 40 per cent of whom atCERTIFICATES • • • ANY AMOUNT FROM $2.50 TO
tend any church. Here is atl opportunity wide open to Southern Bap$250.00. DO IT TODAY!
tists." •

Sout hern Pro f essor
Tells of 'Fine Spirit'

•
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Boards, Committees Named
NAMED TO the various boards and
committees of the State Convention
were:
EXECUTIVE BOARD
Terms expiring in 1959: H a r o 1 d
White, En~land, Caroline Association;
Leslie Riherd, Batesville, Independence; Harold Presley, Leachville, Mississippi; Adrian Cobb, Jasper, Newton.
'l'erms expiring in 1960: James Brewer, Helena, Arkansas Valley; Ray
Dougherty, Stuttgart, Centennial; C.
Z. Holland, Jonesboro, Mt. Zion.
Terms expiring in 1961: D. Hoyle
Hafre, Marianna, Arkansas Valley;
Gerald Trussell, Warren, Bartholomew; A. J. Scott, Viola, Big Creek;
Woody Murray, H a r rison, Boone
County;· Doyle Lumpkin, Sparkman,
Carey; 0. L. Bayless, Hot Springs, Central; J. Harold Smith, Fort · Smith,
Concord; Bob Harris, Morrilton, Conway-Perry; Waif Hamilton, Rector,
Gainesville; Roy Lambert, Pine Bluff,
Harmony; W. C. Blewster, Magnolia,
Hope; R. c. Morrison, El Dorado, Liberty; John Eason, ~uitman, Little Red
River; ~ H. G. Jacobs, Osceola, Mississippi; Floyd Marlar, Jonesboro, Mt.
Zion; Dale Cowling, Little Rock, Pulaski; W. 0. Vaught, Little Rock, Pulaski; Harold Hightower, GUrdon, Red
River; Hugh Cooper, Melbourne, Rocky
Bayou; Boyd Eldridge, West Mep1phis,
Tri-County; P. 0. Harrington, Flippin,
White River; Tom Lindley, Augusta,
Woodruff.
ARKANSAS BAPTIST
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Terms expiring in 1961: ,J. T. Midkiff,
Walnut Ridge; Mrs. Margaret Smith
Ross, Little Rock.
BAPTIST FOUNDATION
Terms expiring in 1961: C. R. Cole,
Magnolia: W. c. Whitfield, Jr., Fayetteville; Carl Hendrick, Horatio.
ARKANSAS BAPTIST HOSPITAL
Terms expiring in 1960: George Munsey, Little Rock.
Terms expiring in 1961: John Redman, Ft. Smith; George Hickey, Cabot; Raymond Lindsey, Little Rock; J.
W. Burnett, Texarkana; Vernon Massey, Augusta; Henry H. Good, England.
BAPTIST MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL ' MEMPHIS
Terms expiring in 1961: J. Harold
Harris, Wynne; Larry Sloan, W a 1 n u t
Ridg>!); Basil .York, Hot Springs.
BOTTOMS BAPTIST ORPHANAGE
Terms expiring in 1961: W. R. Kimball, Hot Springs; Julius Milier, El Dorado; H. Ed Thrash, Hope; Exall Kimbro, Monticello; J. D. Tolleson, El Dorado; Mrs. J. L. Bodie, J;,.ittle Rock.
OUACHITA COLLEGE
Terms expiring in 1960: Spencer Fox,
Pine Bluff.
,
Terms expiring in 1961: Mrs. Clarence Antony, Murfreesboro; J. T. Daniel, Jr., El Dorado; W. P. Jones, Arkadelphia; T. H. JOrdan, Van Buren;
Tom Digby, North Little Rook; E. -M.
T
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Jones, Texarkana; and Robert A. Parker, Fort Smith.
SOUTHERN BAPTIST COLLEGE
ADVISORY BOARD
Terms expiring in 1961: James Fitzgerald, Blytheville; Ray Branscum,
Little Rock; Carl Overton, Little Rock.
TEMPERANCE LEAGUE
OF ARKANSAS
Terms expiring in 1961: Rhine McMurry, Lewisville; Derrell Ross, Little
Rock; Andy Heskett, DeWitt; Quincy
Mathis, Warren; and Clifford Palmer,
Siloam Springs.
ADVISORY BOARD OF
ARKANSAS BAPTIST COLLEGE
Terms expiring in 1961 :, John McClanahan, Hope; Gordon Bayless,
North Little Rock; J. E. Berry, ElDorado.
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Term expiring in 1959: Robert L.
Smith, Pine Bluff.
Term expiring in 1960: Charles F.
Pitts, Blytheville.
Term expiring in 1961: W. H. Hicks,
Little Rock. •

Ouachita Enrollment
Doubles in Five Years

NEW OFFICERS, Arkansas
Baptist
1
Pastors' Conference: E. E. Grieve.r,
pastor 1st Church, Hamburg, passes a
word on to Harold Coble, pastor of 1st
Church, Cullendale, vice president.
Absent when the picture was made was
Dillard Miller, pastor of 1st Church,
Mena, secretary.

will control the world. In colleger
COLLEGE, with the larg- such as Ouachita, leaders who are
est enrollment in its history - an en- being trained in the sciences and mathrollment which has doubled in the last ematics may be .able to contribute to
five years - has students enrolled this our national security in this field.
"In ,the conquest of interspace, we
year from 31 s~ates and 8 ~oreign countries Marvin Green, of S t e p h e n s, must bridge 'gulfs that now exist bechai;man of the Ouachita board of tween men, nations, races, labor-mantrustees, reported to the Arkansas Bap- agement, and religious groups," Dr.
tist State Conventi6n, at the recent Phelps declared. "And this cannot I be
done by law or force, though law may
·annual sessions of the convention.
According to the report of the col; point the way we should mo:ve,_ but
lege, published in the Book of Reports must be accomplished through the ~ght
in the hearts of the people."
of the 105th annual session of the attitudes
Speaking of the conquest of inner
convention, the enrollment total for
the college year 1957'-58 was 1,020, 875 space, Dr. Phelps said, "If we are to
of whom were enrolled during the fall solve the problems of the werld, we
semester. 'l'his year, Dr. Ralph A.- must first solve the problems in the
Phelps, jr., presi<;ient, reports, approx- individual souls and minds. Until this
imately 150 more students are housed happens, he said, we will not be a reon campus than the number normally deemed society. We can build a redeemed world only if we build it out of
constituting 1'full house."
redeemed individuals, and individuals
This crowding is not good education- can be redeemed only by Jesus Christ.
ally, but the college did it rathet th~n There is no alternate road to deliverturn students away, Dr. Phelps sa1d. ance for us out of our crisis other
But no mote can be accepted in the than through Jesus Christ."
present quarters. For this reason, Dr.
As to Ouachita's contribution in this
Phelps continued, the college admin- area, Dr. Phelps said: "We are trainistration and students are deeply grate- ing preachers, teachers, missionaries,
ful for the permission granted by the Christian doctors, Christian nurses, and
state convention for it to borrow up to Christian business men toward the so$625,0tf0 for immediate construction of lution of our problems through Christ."
two new dorn'litoties, one for men -and
An important development ·in the
one fOr women.
academic life of Ouachita was the vote
Speaking briefly on "A Christian of its trustees last July to offer gradCollege in a World in Crisis," Pres- uat~ work on the master's degree level
ident Phelps told convention messen- as so6n as possible "consistent with
·gers there are three areas of conquest 'SOUnd academic practices."
which demand the concentrated at"With the present shortage of qualtention of us all: the conquest of out- ified teachers on the college level as
er-space, the conquest of intet-space wen as in the public ·schools, the of- and the conquest of inner-space.
ferlng of graduate work i.S vitally needed to prepare teachers for opr own
''We hOpe to be the first to gain control of outer-space," he pointed out, Baptist institutions," the annual re"because the nation that succeeds here port sta.tes. •
-~ OUACHITA
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New Cedar Heights Church

'Forward With Christ' World's Need

Cedar Heights to Dedicate
New Auditorium Dec. 7
CEDAR HEIGHTS CHURCH, located on Highway 65, five miles northwest of North Little Rock, will dedicate
its new auditorium
--,.,''"!>-"''"'~"'~ on
Sunday afternoon, Dec. 7, at 3
p, m .. Dr. Erwin L.
McDonald, editor of
the Arkansas 'Baptist, will preach the
dedicatory sermon.
Ralph
Dodd,
e v a n g e li s t who
makes his home in
...o..~11oo.-0u Little
Rock,
has
DR. MeDON
been serving as interim pastor of the church for the last
several months. Under his leadership
the church sold $15,000 in bonds to
clear its indebtedness and complete the
new building.
Organized in December, 1950, Cedar
Heights Church first occupied a deserted night club. Its first pastor was Vernon Bellue. In 1952, R. W. Bishop became pastor and the church secured
the site of its present building. The
ground floor of the, new building was
erected in 1953 under the leadership of
Pastor Bishop. This floor contained a
temporary auditorium and educational facilities which the church has used
until now.
•
Dunng 1957, Pastor Bishop served as
general building contractor. At the
time he resigned last June the building was complete except for the U1terioc.
·
•
The new auditorium is of brick construction and features beautiful colonial columns on the front. Supt. of Missions 0. C. Robinson, of Pulaski Association, rates it as "one of our most
beautiful rural churches."

"FORWARD WITH Christ" is the lems are moving from the north like a
note that needs to be sounded over the tidal wave and the people are asking,
world, Dr. Baker James Cauthen, ex- ·~Which way snail\ we go - Moslem or
ecutive secretary of the Foreign Mis- Christian?"
sion Board of the Southern Baptist
The Near East is the powder keg of
Convention, said here in an address at the world, where Moslems are in full
the annual meeting of the State Con- control and the people grope in darkvention.
' ness.
Pointing to the needs of the world
For Christians, in season and out,
for the Christian witness, Dr. Cauthen our responsibility is to do what the Greatest Unused Power
mentioned:
Lord commands. It is time for us to
Dr. A. J. Gordon frequently told the
Japan, geographically tlie size of arise and follow Him. Never has there story of an American who with an EngCalifornia, which has a population of been an order, any clearer than that of lishman was viewing Niag~tra Falls.
90,000,000 growing at the rate of 1,250,- Christ to Christians to go to all the Taking the Englishman to the foot of
world. The basic reason for world mis- the falls, the American said, "There is
000 a year.
Thailand, the size of Texas, with 20,- sions is that Christ has provided re- the greatest unused power in the whole
000,000 · population and with only one demption for men of all nations.
world." The Englishman replied, "No,
Christian to 1,300 people. In the city
One of the false notions that hind- no, my friend. T}le greatest unused powof Bangkok, he said, a city of between ers Christian missions is the idea that · er ln the world is ·the Holy Spirit of
300,000 and 400,000 people, there is not Christianity is one of many religions the Living God."-Zula Evelyn Coon in
and the other religions are adequate Worship Services from the Hymns
one Christian messenger.
In South Vietnam'; with 12,000,000 for those who choose them. Paul (Fleming H. Revell Company)
people, there is not one Christian made ' it clear in his sermon on Mars
Hill in Athens that all other religions
witness.
false. Paul would 'have the same
AN UNUSUAL 27-foot Biblical mosPakistan has a tremendous need. In are
appraisal
today for all religions not aic has been completed depicting the
one district of 4,000,000 people, there is
based .on the new birth through the verse: "Whatsoever a man soweth, that
not one Christian worker.
shall he also reap." The masterpiece
Indonesia; after living 350 years in sacrifice of Christ.
Across the world, in every land, the is the work of artist Athos Menaboni
colonial status, now has gained its sov.Lord answers prayers, stands by bur- and will grace the wall of the Citizens
ereignty. Here are 82,000,000 people.
LB.tin America is a section of the ,dened hearts to help, bless and lead and Southern :rlj'ational Bank in Atwherever hearts reach out to Him. He lanta. The mosaic's most unusual feaworld almost totally without Christ.
ture is that it has been constructed
In Africa is found a new spirit of is the answer to every man's needs.
Our purpose as Christians is to help entirely of eggshells. Patiently, the artnationalism. Ghana is a new, independent governaent and Nigeria soon men to be born again. We are to min- ist glued thousands of shell fra~ments
on fabricated 'board.
is to be self-governing. He1·e the Mos- ister to human suffering, •
Pase Ten
~
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"CHRISTIANITY is never offered as
a shield from the hard knocks of life,"
Dr. S. A. Whitlow, executive secretary
of the Executive Board of the State
Convention, said in an address on "FacJng the Future," before the . recent annual meeting of the convention.
·Dr. Whitlow •·Continued: .
"The Master never held out soft
prcmtlses to. gain followers. When men
wanted to follow him, he spoke words
·of caution. He asked them to count
the oost.
:"The Christian faith is offered to us
by our Master as a strength to enable
us tQ' live victorious lives in the midst
Gf trials and tribulations.
"The essence and nature of our
struggle is: 'The heart is deceitful
above all things.' It is easy for us to
fQrJll the wrong judgments, to confuse
'the symptoms with the disease. God's
word is: 'All have sinned .. .'
"We are dealing with universal heart
tnalig:nancy, We must find the process
. to change one into a new creation in
Christ Jesus. Our malignancy must
}>e eradicated by the sacrifice of the
Lord Jesus Christ.
"We are confronted, as were the earlY disciples of Christ, with doubt and
fear ·!1-nd evil on every hand. What
should our attitude be? Jesus says to
us, 'In the world ye shall suffer per·secution, but be of good cheer . . .'
Shall we be ·peddlers of doom or bearers of glad tidings? This will be largely determined by our attitudes. Attitudes of indifference · and of unconcern will bring disorder into our ranks
and defeat our glorious future.
"But, wait, we have grounds for
.blessed assurance. Christ says to us:
"I have overcome the world." There
is hope. There is our strength as
we face the future.
"With the right attitudes toward ourselves, others, and toward Qod, we can
ma-rch together under this sign: 'Forward with Christ.' Pray that we may
stay together in the spirJ.t of Christ." •
~

Top .t o bottom, left to right: Secretary Baker James Cauthen of tb,e Foreign Mission Board visits with three
A r k a n s a s missionaries to Brazil,
Claude Bumpus, Glendon Grober, and
Dr. Tommy Halsell.
The Ouachita College choir sings at
Wednesday night session of the convention in Robinson Auditorium.
Dr. C. C. Warren, a former pastor
of Immanuel Church, Little Rock, now
director of the Southern Baptist Convention 30,000 Movement, visits with
former church members of Little Rock,
Miss Elma Cobb,.president of the State
·WMU, Miss Nancy Cooper, exect¢ive
secretary of the WMU, and Missionary
Tommy Halsell, of Cuba. The reunion
was in Robinson Auditorium following
the Wednesday night session of the
convention.
·
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or

loses

(Continued from page 4)
you and you have not recognized me?"
"He that hath seen me has seen the
Father."
God was in Christ at Calvary, reconciling the :world. The truth about sin
is seen at Calvary. The goodness, and
righteousness of the sinless Son of God
was too much for proud, self-righteous
J~ws, too much for sensual and power
thirsty Romans.
Decision Man's
Any man of anY age either finds or
loses his soUl when encountered by
Jesus Christ.
Calvary was more than a mere confilet with Romans· and Jews. Calvary
was eternity's battleground between
God and Satan. Satan's power was
doomed and Satan knew it if the sinless Son of God went to Calvary. But
God's purpose in Christ was enacted at
the Cross. The drawing power of divine love would for all time point to
the Cross, where He who knew no sin
became sin for us, that we might in
Him become the righteousness of God.
When wicked and ignorant and misled men put Jesus on the Cross to die,
they could not know that God would
use their very deed to serve His eternal
purpose - not theirs.
In writing this, J~mes Stewart says:
"They nailed Him to a tree, not knowing by tnat very act they were bringing the world to His feet. They gave'
Him a cross, not guessing He would
make it a throne. They flung him outside the gates of the city to die, not
knowing in that very moment they
were lifting the very gates of the universe t_o let the King come in. They
thought they had God's back to the
wall, pinned, helpless and defeated.
They did not know God Himself had
tracked them down."
Went 'Open-Ey.ed'
Jesus went to the cross "openedeyed." With divine determination He
had set His face like a flint toward
Jerusalem.
The story of the crucifixion was being read to the pagan 'K ing Clovis of
the ancient Franks. He listened with
eagerness though a pagan, and when he
stood it as long as he. could, he arose
and put his· hand on his sword and
cried out, "If I had been there with my
Franks, we would have charged up the
slopes of Calvary and killed those Romans and saved Him."
Christ did not want that. He could
have called out His own· deliverers but
it was for that hour that He came out
of Heaven's glory into this world.
The cross was love's last appeal and
millions of earth's creatures have stood
there and gazed and gazed, have seen
their sins within and as they continued to gaze they have felt a strange
release as they saw sin's sacrifice.
God was in Christ at Joseph's Tomb.
Without the resuiTection the cross
would have no power because other
men, some good men; had been cruel-

Pes• Twe'lvt

his

soul

when

he

encounters

Jesus

fied. The atonement for sin was ef- open the grave. But most of all I left
fected at the. cross but the resurrec- eleven men there to carry on my work."
tion was God's mighty stroke that "And what if they fail?" "I know them
spelled defeat for Satan, death and and they will not fail."
hell.
About 20 years ago the old LaSalle
This victory was locked in the tomb Hotel in Chicago burned with tragic
in the Garden for three days. Every- loss of life. A Lutheran minister was
thing was lost it seemed and the disci- asleep on the .14th floor of this hotel
ples all forsook Him and fled. Why and was awakened With the sirens of
criticize them, what looks more final ambulances and fire wagons. He ran
than death and the grave?
to the door and a wall of smoke slapped
Defeats Penalty of Sin
him to the floor. He shut the door
They were through, but not God. and ran to the window and could see
The same power of our Father God people jumping to their death. As he
that made Himself known and visible turned from the window he could hea.r
in the incarnation - the same Father a faint voice saying, · "Come this _way,
God whose power and love .transformed come this way." He got down on his
the hatred of sinful men at the Cross hands and knees and opened the door
into a redemptive sacrifice that same and started crawling toward that
power of the eternal God was now de- voice, and eaine through the smoke to
the fire escape at the end of the cor·
feating the :Penalty of sin.
Our Lord entered Satan's last do- ridor. Then he took the place of the
main, broke his power, and has lib-' man and started calling back, "Come
erated his captives for all ages. If God this way, come this way." Many came
in Christ has defeated the greatest en- and each in his place tool,t his stand
emies of man .-....:. how can we ever be and called back and every 'life on the
discouraged about any other problem? 14th floor was saved that night. •
Is anything too much for the power
of God that was at work at the cross
and in the rerurrection? Too many Brotherhood Program
Christians are living on the wrong side
Stresses Witnessing
of the resurrection!
God in Christ invMed History in the
A PANARAMA on "witnessing in Jefact of the resurrection. Because He rusalem" - in the home church's area
ever liveth He can make intercession. - was a feature of the Brotherhood
Because He lives, we, too, shall ·uve. lt rally on the evening preceding the anis the living Christ Who confronts us nual State Convention.
,.
with our .sin and pride and self-rightThel Smith, Ft. Smith, president of
eousness and inyit~s us to come unto
Him and live. ' 1I am the resurrection the. state Brotherhood, addressed the
and the life; he that believeth in me, group which met in 1st Church, ·Litthough he were dead, yet shall he live; tle Rock.
and, whosoeV.er liveth and believeth in
During the witnessing program, five
me shall never die."
areas of evangelism were presented:
We have now the mighty acts of God . personal soul w i n n i n g; household;
in history, God in the incarnation, community . missions;
institutional
God in the Cross, God in the reJ;ur.: evangelism and shop or industrial
rect1on, so let us consider a moment evangelism.
- God in Christ in you, reconciling.
God's program of reconciliation is
Preceding th~ meeting the annual
geared to our faithfulness. He has RA fellowship dinner was held with
committed to us the ministry of recon- m'ore than 200 attending. The RA
ciliation.
members were the guests of the men.
We are a new creation in Jesus Vernon Brown, 1st Church, Daytona,
Fla., spoke on "Beyond the Four
Christ, reconciled.
An old woman once said to Mr. Walls." The song service was di:&ected
Spurgeon: "Ii the Lord ever does save by J. Richard Perkins, Gaines St., Litme He will. never hear the last of it!" tle Rock. •
If we are reconciled, neither God nor
man ought to ever hear the last of it.
•
SEVERAL MORE . churches are
MUst Not Fail
now
receiving the ArkaJDSas Baptist.
We will tell the story until the last
prodigal comes home to the Father's New budget plans received include:
home. We will tell the story until the Northside, Helena, Billy Ferguson, pas~
last sheep away on the mountainside
has come into the safety of "the sheep- tor~ Union Grove, Clarksville, John
fold and the shepherd's eare. We must Woodard, pastor; and New Hope, Darnot fail.
,
danelle-Russellville Association, JenAn old legend is told of the return
nings Partin, pastor. New free ' trial
of our Lord to Heaven after His ascen- subscripti9ns have been received from :
sion. An angel asked what He had accomplished; what were the results of 1st Church, Monroe, Claude Hill, pasHis mission. "I taught and performed tor, and Liberty, El Dorad~, Curtis
miracles and died on a cross and broke Jo~nson, pastor.
ARKANSAS
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Pastors Stress Crusade
THE PROGRAM of the annual
meeting of the Arkansas Baptist Pastors Conference, held in connection
with the recent s~e convention, at 1st
Church, Little Rock, was planned as a
contribution to advance preparations
for the simultaneous soul-winning crusades of Baptists during 1959.
,Quincy Mathis, pastor of Immanuel
Churchr Warren, 1n the devotional
opening the prpgram, pointed to- three
revival needs: a revival of stressing
the doctrines we belleve; in the area
of soul-winning; and in church loyaltY.
Speaking on "Preparing for a Revival," Theo T. James, pastor of Immanuel Church, Pine Bluff, pointed
out that the crusade of 1959 w111 be
engaged in not only by Southern Baptists, but by Baptists of half a dozen
other conventions or associations
around the world.
He suggested that churches should
be careful to select their evangelists
well, but said that the success of revival does not depend upon the preacher. An evangelist does not have to be
a "big name," · he said, but must be a
man of God who has a compassionate
heart.
Mr. James further suggested:
"The purpose of publicity promoting
the revival attendance is to create interest and curiosity on the part of
the people, and to attract good attendance, and the best publicity is 'lip to
lip and person to person/
"The census is not worth taking unless it is used, and many preachers
and churches fall short at this point.
"The best preparation for a revival
is prayer."
"Preaclling for a Revival"
C. Gordon Bayless, pastor of Central
Church, North Little Rock, speaking
on "Preaching for a Revival," said:
"Preaching is trying to get a lost
man to receive the new birth and then
to act like it. The preacher is not a
salesman. He has nothing to sell. He '
is trying to give away a new ·way of
life, something that is free to those
who will, accept it through Christ.
"Like the baseball player, the evangelist has four bases which he must
touch: God, the preacher, the church,
and the lost people he is trying to
reach. And the preacher ought to do
some straight preaching to the church
before he centers on preaching to the
lost. 'Never scrape a hog till you get
the water hot.' And in a lot of ow·
churches the water is awfully cold.
"I won't preach to a crowd that
won't listen.
"Preach the word. 'Faith cometh by
hearing and hearing by the word of
God.' Preach the word to the church.
The church needs saving. Where a
thousand men will follow custom, only
one wm follow Christ.
"Diplomatic is another word for being dishonest.
"A real Christian, when he has done
December 4• 1958

wrong, will repent. This is the test of
a Christian. If some go away and stay
away from the church, . Vhllit is a good
sign they were never of the church to
start with.
·
"Not many Baptists would split a
beer, but many of them don't hesitate
to split the Sunday night crowd.
"In preaching to the lost, let the lost
person know he is fallen in his nature,
a fugitive from God. Let him know
he has a moral and spiritual responsibility for his life, that God has appointed a day of judgment. But don't
preach hell without compassion in your
heart.
"Preach the remedy of the gospel.
The open grave, not the "Cl'OSS, is the
real symbol of Christianity.''
Preserving Results
James Yates, pastor of 1st Church,
Paragould, speaking on "Preserving the
Results of a Revival," ·said:
"Our churches have proved to be
•woefully lacking in ministering to the
needs of new members. So much of
the time we leave them to shift for
themselv'es. Have we been more concerned with statistics than with regeneration?
"Immediately following a revival a
-church has a wonderful opportunity to
help its new members·.
"The pastor should write a letter
to every new member. Following the
baptismal service, each new member
should be sent a 4ibaptismal certificate.
The name of each new member should
be given, along with basic information,
to the department superintendents of
Sunday School, Training Union, WMU,
and Brotherhood.
"As soon as possible, the pastor
should make a personal call in the
home of the new member. As soon as
expedient, perhaps the next Sunday
after the baptismal .service, the pastor
should begin a weekly class for new
members, this class -to be taught for
five to six weeks at the Training Uni6n hour. At the beginning of this, or
certainly by the close, eac}). new member should be enrolled in Training Un.ion.''
'
Missionary Speaker

Dr. Tommy Halsell, missionary to
Brazil, speaking on "My Church and
World Revival," said:
"If we as Baptists are incllned to
brag about how many we have in our
churches, let us do a little figuring to
see how many people in the world are
not attending church at all.
"Before world revival can come, we
must see o.urselves for what· we are.
We are called of God and we are a
minority group in the world. We are
the ones t.o stand in the way and. warn
the lost. We must see ourselves as we
stand responsible before · God. God is
depending largely upon Southern Baptists for the evangelization of the
world.
"Seeing the world is one of our most
difficult problems, a world in which

BAPTIST HOUR
SERMON TOPICS
December, 1958-Theme:
A Comparison by Contrast
Dec. 7 Your Opinions versus God's
Certainty
14 Your Prejudice versus God's
Pardon
21 Your Reason versus God's
Result
28 Your Weakness versus God's
Strength
Arkadelphia KVRC 3 :00 p.m.
Benton
KBBA 1:30 p.m.
Conway
KCON 7:00a.m.
DeQueen
KDQN 12:30 p.m.
El Dorado
KELD 2 :30 p.m.
Forrest City KXJK 9:30 a.m.
Hope
KXAR 5:00 p.m.
Jonesboro
KNEA 9:30a.m.
Mena
KENA 1:30 p.m.
Monticello
KHBM 3:30 ,p.m.
Parag<mld
KDRS 8:30p.m.
Siloam SpringsltUOA 7:30 a.m.
KWYN 6:30p.m., Sat.
Wynne
Fort Smith
KNAC-TV 12:00 N
the population is increasing at the rate
of 43,000,000 each year.
"Instead of saying, 'God, give me a
good sermon,' a preacher should say;
'God, help me to see the world.' More
than half the people of the world have
never heard the name of Jesus one
time.
"We need to see that Southern Baptists have the resources now for world
revival, and that the arena into which
we are to enter as churches is the ,entire world. On our foreign mission
fields we need more evangelists, more
missionaries. When was the last -time
your church has sent a young person
out to prepare for the mission field?
"We are in a bad situation when it
takes all of our manpower to man the
home base.
"The church that is to reach the
world must be a pure church. We must
preach repentance until we repent. All
of our preaching, praying; witnessing
and counseling ought to be to that
end. What God cleanses, he fills; what
he fills, he uses."
E. E. Griever, pastor of 1st Church,
Hamburg, was elected president; ;Harold Coble, pastQr of 1st Church, Cullendale, wa:> chosen vice president; and
Dillard Miller, pastor of 1st Church,
Mena, secretary. •
•
MISSIONARY GLENDON Grober,
forinerly of Russellville, who with his
family is back for a year's furlough
from the mission fields of Brazil, has
the. following preaching engagements in
Arkansas churches during December:
Dec. 7, a. m., 1st Church, Rogers; p. m.,
1st Church, Harrison; Dec. 14, p. m.,
2nd Chw·ch, Arka'delphia; Dec. 15, p, m.,
"M" Night, Judsonia; Dec. 21, 1st
Church, Smackover <tentative>; Dec. 28,
Junction City, The missionary's mailing address is LaCenter, Ky., the home
o~ Mrs. Grober.
P.,gs
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Convention ·Welcomes
New Full-time Workers ·

Southwestern Completes
96 Apartments f!)r Married
NINETY -SIX AIR-co n d i t i o n e d
apartments for students hat~e been
completed at Southwestern Seminary
,. and plans eall for
500 such apartments
eventqally, Dr. Robert Naylor, president
of the semin~ry, reported here at the
annual brea,kfast of
Southwestern Seminary Alumni held in
connection with the.
State
Convention.
These
1apartments
MR. RUCKER
are b e i n g b u i 1 t
largely iirom funds raised in Fort
iWorth supplemented by gifts from the
alumni, Dr. Naylor reported.
T. K. Rbcker, pastor of 1st Church,
Forrest City, and president of the Arkansas Baptist State Convention, was
elected president of the Alumni Association for Arkansas. Others chosen to
serve with him included Dr. 0. L. Bayless, . pastor of 2nd ,Church, Hot
Springs, vice president; and 0. C. Robinson, .superintendent of missions, Pulaski ·County Association, reelected sec:tetaDY.,treasurer.
Dr. W. Harold Hicks, pastor of Pulaski •Heights • Church, Little Rock, outgoing pres~dent, Presided. Sixty members and ·visitors were in attendance . •

I

WE'VE GOT to come to the place
we will be willing to sflick our neaks
out f~Jr Christ and against liquor. In
23 years Alcoholics Anonymous ·has
enrolled 150,000 members, but Amerioa has 188,000 ·new alcoholics each
yeaYr. The greatest problem facing our
nation now is the legalized liquor traffi(J.-C. C. Coulter
Mrs. S. 0. Williwms, in address,
"Forward with Christ in Fwmily Life'':
MARRIAGE IS THREE dimensional-God, the bridegroom, and the bride;
But many marriages leave out God.

* * *
The villian of our love story is the
devil. He spoils the home, the relation·
ship between husband and wife, brings
deatJh, darkness, hate, lawlessness. God
made the 'world-the devil mf!-rred it.
Marriage and the home are not a part
of the kingdom of God unless we put
them 'back in. As was true in the case
of God's closing the door of the ark
after Noah and his fwmily had entered, only God can close the door and
m,ake the home secure.
Frequently I hear someone say: "Jive
asked God to send me the right person."
That is not as important as being the
right kind of person. Pers'onality must
be redeemed. Blesse! are they that are
pleasant to live with, to play with, to
work with.

* * *

In the case of a lot of couples, each
one is willi11,tJ to give in fifty per cent
of the time. But the trouble is, each
one still has fifty per cent of the time
left!

* * *
A wife said of her husband: "He is
very tempermental- ninety per cent
temper, ten per cent mental."

* * *
I -greatly dislike the slogan: "Christ
is the guest in this home." ·christ does
·not want to be a guest, he, wctnts to be
a part -oft our home_.

* * *

CARL M. OVERTON, pastor of Tyler St., Little =Rock, for the last six
years, has resigned to accept the pastorate at Clinton, effective Nov. 30.
During his Little Rock ministry, the
church has had 309 additions, 136 by
baptism; added $42,500 in property
with only $16,noo debt outstanding;
average Sunday School attendance had
increased from 148 to 238; Training
Union from 72 to 107; tdtal gifts to
all purposes have totaled $172,568; with
mission giving amounting to $20,278.
Page

Fourteen

Much of the time we are like the
woman who said, "I was four days behind with my prctying but I caught up
the other day during the thundert1torm."

* * "'

I tcy every day in the realm of socml life to try ,to change .m y attitudes
for the better toward ot!J,ers. One day
I made up my mind to hold the door
open for those who were coming after
me. Thirteen hurried through before
I could turn the door loose! Only one
o.f these turned to say. thanks...:....a colored woman.

THE FOLLOWING pastors · and music and education directors and associational missionaries who have come
to the state during the past year were
welcomed at the opening session of the
convention:
E. J. ·polson, Mena, ' Westmoreland
Heights Church; Noel Tanner, College
City, Pitts and Wisem~n; · .Russell
Bragg, Caraway, 1st Church; Richard
L. Lanman, Midland, Midland; Delton
J. Cooper, North Little Rock, Remount;
J. Roland 'Spears, Knoxville, 1st
Church;
·
Harold S. Carter, Pine Bluff, Oak
Grove; J. F. Brewer, Helena, 1st
Church; Don Moore, Ft. Smit1i, · Elliott
Church Camden; William B. Gossett,
Joiner, 'Joiner; B1ll Mciver, Ft. Smith,
Rye Hill; William A. Co_onis, Tichnor,
First Church; Homer Martin,_ Grandview, 1st c:twrch; James E. Hill, .Hot
~ Springs, Cer1tral; James H. FairchUd,
Hot Springs, 1st Church;
Homer Haltom, Arsenal, Plainview; ·
Conway Sawyers, Marked T.ree,. 1st
Church; Dr. Sam C. Reeve~. Arkadelphia, 1st Church; J. W. Northcutt, Luxora, 1st Church; J. ·D. Passmore, St.
Joe, St . .Joe; C. D. Sohmidt, Pangburn,
1st Church; Lynn :Leach, El Dorado,.
2nd;
·
·.'
Don Edmondson, Magnolia, Central;
Earl Bailey, Magnolta, Cen~ral; Felix
Goodson, Harrison, 1st Church, Russellville; Robert Hatzfel~. SpringdtHe,
1st Church; Robert L. Hartsell, ~t.
Smith, South Side; Ed Pine, Ft. Smith,
Immanuel;
Herbert Batson, Pine Bluff, . 1st
, Church; Thurman Hitchcock, Bentonville, 1st 'Chureh; :Alfred R. Cullum,
North Little Rock, Calvary and James
H. Dean, Nashville; missionary, ~ittle
River Association. •
·- · ' · ·

Pastors' Wiv.e s Elect
·Officers for New Year
MRS. DAVID GARLAND, Baring
Cross, North Little Rock, w~ elected
president of the Pastors' Wives at the
group's annual meeting held in conjunction with the recent convention.
Other .officers named include: Mrs.
John McClanahan, Hope, . program vice
chairman; Mrs. Siebert Haley, ·Decatur, devotional vice president; Mrs.
Richard Perkins, Gaines St., L i t t 1 e
Rock, ·social vice president; an.d Mrs.
Andrew Heskett, DeWitt, secretarytreasurer.
Approximately 75 attended the sessions held in 'Pulaski Heights Church.
Mrs. H. C. S'efelt brought the devotional. The program' panel on ··' Through
the Year£" was presented by Mrs. Roy
Lambert, as a bride; M;s. C. S. Holland, as a mother; Mrs. S. A. Whitlow,
as a companion. Mrs. Le.cil Gibson, El
Dorado, brought a message in song. •
A R•K A N SA S
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Dr. N~ylor Terms Hays
'Cod's Man for the Hour'

74 Church Workers Aided
By Relief and Annuity

WARM WORDS of commendation
for Southern Baptist President Brooks
Hays were spoken by Dr. Robert E.
Naylor, presidGnt of
Southwestern
Seminary, Ft. Worth, in the introductory rema.rks of his message to the
closing session of the Arkansas ~ap
tist state convention.

MESSENGERS ATTENDING the
State Baptist Convention in Little
Rock were told that $38,000.88 was
paid to 74 church workers during 1957
through the protection plans of the ·
Relief and Annuity Board.

Dr. Naylor described Hays as "God's
man for the hour" as the leader of
Southern Baptists. Although the nation will suffer a great loss in Mr.
Hays' recent defeat in his race for reelection to Congress, it is entirely possible that God has even greater doors of
service open to him, he concluded.
Basing his message on the Great
Commission delivered to Christians by
Christ, Dr. Naylor said:
"Christianity is the religion of the
supernatural. It always works miracles where the people are gathered together. There can be no hope in a
man-sized religion. For men like us,
God answers prayer. For us and
· through pray&r, God works his wonders in the world.
"If you are a

child of God, you
have been born again, God expects
more of you in this world than is humanly possible. The church fellowship
is made up of people doing the impossible. Our religion, our faith, our fellowship, our history ;witness that we
can do what men alone cannot do.
"Never has there been a time when
God's people had such open doors to
walk through as we have today.
"christ's ministry on earth is the
story of the impossible, a sequence of
matchless miracles as he marched toward the cross to die before a mocking
multitude.
What men meant for
shame, God meant for victory. Through
the victory of the cross be delivers us.
"The Great Commission is the climax of the word of God. The pages of
history bear witness to the moving of
God in the world through his people.
But our chief confidence is not in the
pages of history but in the pages of
our personal faith. Our confidence is
in God, who bought and changed us.
"For Christians, there is no more
serious breach of fellowship than a failure to try, This shames one's testimony most quickly - to be indifferent to the cause of Christ in an hour
like this. .
"Fellowship is found at the point of
effort, at the striking of the march,
moving out at daybreak. God's special favor for the world is that he has
chosen us. Look again at the tomb
that is empty. See the miracle of ·God.
Look into your own re-born heart.
Stragglers fall first. To lag, to hesitate, to be afraid is to be lost in this
hour." •
·

_Dr. L. T. Daniel, associate secretary
of the Rel~ef and Annuity Board in
Dalla.s, reported another $10,695.72 was
paid to 55 workers, ministers and widows of workers who are carried o'n the
relief rolls for Arkansas.
Other statewide statistics disclosed
that of 786 pastors eUgible for the protection plan, only a:bout 38 per cent,
or 302 were actually parti.cipating. Arkansas ranks twelfth in the Southern
Baptist Convention.
Dr. Daniel explained the new churchdirected approach to the pastor's protection program. He said the new plan
encourages the church to assume payment of the full ten per cent of the
pastor's salary which goes for his protection and retirement. Heretofore, the
church and pastor paid five per cent
each. The maximum amount any
church can pay is $400 annually, he
said.
-, Some of the conventions are already
promoting c am p a i g n s asking the
churches to assume the full ten per
cent for their pastor's protection, Dr.
paniel reports.
He said this action takes the liability off of the church in case the pastor dies or becomes disabled while acting as its minister.
The Board, in its 40 years of service
to the denomination, bas paid out more
than $20 million · in annuity benefits
and more than $6 million in relief.
Payments are made from the $61 million· held in reserve -for more than 24,000 participants and about 100 boards,
agencies and institutions. •
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Phone 246
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BOONEVUA£, ARKANSAS

Fairest

Lord
Jesus
by frances
King Andrews

This new picture
book spans Jesus'
life on earth. Distinguished · b o t h
from the point of art and text. IUus.
by John White. Ages 6 and up. $3.00
CHILDREN'S BOOKS FROM

Order from your
BAPTIST BOOK STORE

BIOGRAPHY AT ITS BEST FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
WILLIAM COLGATE, YEOMAN OF KENT
by Saxon Rowe Carver

With an exciting pre-Revolution background, tliis is the story of how
William Colgate rose from an apprentice to become the founder of
a large soap manufacturing company and an outstanding Christian
businessman. An adventuresome book with true moral strength.
Illus, by Kurt Wiese. Ages 9-12.
$2.00

THE TELEGRAPH BOY
by Augusta Stevenson

Tells of the boyhood adventures
of E. Y. Mullins, a famous
minister and educator. His experiences as a printer's devil
and a telegraph boy in the old
West make thrilling reading
anytime. Illus. by Harold
$2.00
Minton. Ages 9-12.
Children's Books
from Broodmon Press
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - O r d e r from your Baptist Book Store
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Bap#ist Crosscurrents--.
~aete s~4

,

R.eunion for Ex-SKid Row Victims
CHICAGO, Ill. - At their annual
"homecoming" in Chicago recently,
former Skid Row alcoholics sang
hymns, prayed and testified to victory
from drink through faith in Jesus
Christ. The "alumni:" met in the ballroom of the Conrad Hilton Hotel to celebrate the 8lst birthday of the famed
Pacific Garden Mission that sponsored
the meeting. Nearly 1,000 people, many
of them rehabllitants from li~es of
drunkenness, assembled in a reverent
but effusive mood to hear testimonials
from men and women who have, in
their own words, come "from the guttermost to the uttermost."
Ex-Queen to Wed Bar«m
MILAN, Italy- Ex-Queen Soraya of
Iran, divorced by the Shah of Iran because she could not present him with
an h,eir, will soon be married to German Baron Harold Krupp Von Bohlen
- and has "decided to become a convert to Christianity."
So claims the Italian newspaper Europeo, which correctly predicted her earlier marriage woes. According to the
paper, Soraya "seems to have fixed the
date of her conversion for December
25." (Editor's Note: Apparently someone needs to explain more perfectly the
plan of salvation to Ex-Queen Soraya.)
To Star of David
JERUSALEM Members of the
Russian C h r i ·s t ian Sabbatical sect
known as Subbotm..iki, now living in
Texas, will be permitted to enter the
Stp.te of Israel. The Jerusalem government said other religious' groups wishing to immigrate to Israel may do so
also provided they pay their own passage, The Subbotniki sect, which ob·serves Saturday as sabbath, left Russia
in 1917 as the Communist revolution
was getting under way and many settled in Texas.
To Permit Reli-gious Teaohirn.g

GUA,TEMALA CITY- For the first
time in 87 years, the teacYiing of religion in government schools will be permitted in Guatemala. Under a new
presidential decree no child shall be
compelled to attend religion and moral
classes without parental permission.
Parents may specify which religion
their child will study.
THE BAPTIST Maroh iJn History,

written by Dr. Robert A. Baker, ];lrofessor of church history at Southwestern Seminary, has been publlshed by
Broadman Press and is now on sale in
Baptist book stores. In this volume Dr.
Baker discusses the Baptist beginnings
and some of the numerous Baptist
groups. He also notes the contributions
that they have made to world
thought. •
·

Pa·l• Sixteen
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WITH TOOLS of the trade in hand and an itching desire to
explore the other side of the mountain we are a migrating people.
Decades ago four or five generations would live out life's span on
the "old home place!' This is ·not the ·case today. The Census Bureau reports that 33,Q98,000 families in the United States changed
places of residence durin'g 1956. This frantic circle of life is aPparently indicative of the restlesshess of our age.
This general condition has invaded the church and ministry.
While it is generally agreed the most successful ministry is one
extended over a long period of years, the av~rage term of a pastor
in our churches is 81f2 years. A survey of 421 churches in two
large city associations and two rural associatiohs. revealed an
estimated 8,800 of ou-r 25,500 pastors changed churches in 1957.
Without doubt many of those moved on the leading of the Holy
Spirit. Yet this does not seem to account for the estimated 7,000
to 9,000 p·a stors moving to new church fields every year. Motivated by.an unholy ambition there is the constant "rat-race" in an
ulcerated effort to climb the ladder of ministerial success. Someone has suggested that it is easier to change churches than it is
sermons. On the other hand the churches don't seem to be as unhappy with the situation as sometimes indicated. We are living
in the "entertainment-mad 'age" that demands something new and
more unusual than the last performance. It may well account for
the unconscious dullness and obvious unconcernednMs that faces
the average pastor at the end of his first two-year "hitch."
Whether to flee the proverbial prob1ems ·o·r the unbalanced
desire to get ahead, we find ourselves greatly resembling the suave,
s0phisticated "trouble-shooter" on televis1on and fr·eely admit,
"Have Sermons . .. Will Ttavel."-Anony:mous
·

*
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SHE

WAS a fourteen year old girl, lovely and beloved as other girls. Crossing
the street she was struck by a speeding auto and in a f~w minutes ·she was
dead. Later the driver admitted he was -intoxicated a-t the time. Another life
had been brutally snuffed out because some man thought he must have his
liquor.
Twenty-three months were reqUired to bring the case to a decision in
court, but finally the driver was adjuaged to be guiity of manslaughter. And
what was the penalty imposed by the judge for running down a helpless child
and killing her? The penalty was a year's probation, with a ban against driving
or drinking for a year! . ..
Nothing was said about sympathy for the little girl. Nothing was said of
condolence for the parents and other loveci ones. Nothing was said about seeing this case as a forceful lesson to others who might become guilty of the same
crime.
The girl was Sylvia Gocal, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Gocal of BerlCeley,
St. Louis County. She was killed in November, 1'956, and the case has just
been decided recently. The driver of the car was Charles L. Freeland. The
circuit judge's name is known by the people of St. Louis.
This is no isolated case. This sort of procedure is ·b eing repeated all too
often. There seems to be an inclination to judge that if a man is drunk when
he commits a crime his drunkenness calls for leniency. How are we ever to
cope with causes of drunken dr~ving if the courts treat death on the highway
lightly?
.
Freeland soon revealed how lightly he regarded the judge's sentence. Two
days after he was put on probation he was arrested again when he was caught
driving a car, weaving from one side of the street to the other.
This is a country of law and order. The citizens are taught to Obey the
laws and to respect the courts. ThiS is right.
But the courts are under responsibility to ·administer the laws in a way that
-will merit and maintain respect. This .r espect is difficult to support, if the
courts are believed to be misplacing mercy and misrendering justtce. -Word
and Way.
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Co-operativ~

Evangelism Dis-cussed

love Him with all GUr minds. We .ne&d
to be able to think clearly and plainly.
"Preachers must have a message in
their hearts from the Lord. Then they
·must· stand up, speak up, a'nd ·know
when to shut up.
"We need an education of the heart.
We need to put some emotion to all
OUR MOTION. We must have unction from on high, love for people, and
hearts that glow." • .

THE COOPERATIVE efforts of all civilization> unless we give ourselves to
the major Baptist bodies of North God to take and use."
With 94 out of every 100 people of
America to win the world for Christ
were discussed in an address by Dr. the world living outside the United
C. C. Warren, a former pastor of Im- "States, God is depending on the people
manuel .Church, Little Rock, at a ses- of America - 6 out of every 100 - to
sion of the recent state convention in evangelize the world, Dr. Warren declared.
Little Rock.
Since- 1964 will mark the 150th anThe procedure God has given us in
CHURCH PEWS
niversary of the first Baptist work in this great task is the leadership of the
America organized on a national level, Holy Spirit, he said. "TI;l.e new world
leaders of 21,000,000 Baptists of our we are longing for will not come by
as low
continent have planned a Baptist Ju- force," he said; pointing to the futility
as
$3.60
bilee celebration. Dr. Warren is serv- of past wars. "Political treaties do
ing as director of Southern Baptists' not constitute the final answer. As one
per lin. ft.
effort, as their share of the advance, example, the $10,000,000 League of NaTerms
to establish 10,000 new churches and tions Building stan~ ~oday in The
Hague as a monument to something
20,000 new missions by 1964.
Write
The need for God in the lives of the that would not work."
"But there is a brighter side," Dr.
people of the world has never been felt
RAYMOND LITTLE
any more keenly than now, Dr. War- Warren continued. "God is. He is
Rt.. l, Barber, Ark.
going to win. I am on the winning
ren said.
Or Call - LESTER LITTLE
"We cannot see any way out unless side regardless of what happens. This
Ph. SUnset 2-'7752 Fort Smith, Art.
God himself . comes into the picture," is God's day for America. Our work
he declared. "Yet, the communists must be done bY people willing to do
have us out dedicated, ten to one! We the unusual, under God's leadermust bring our daily lives up to what ship." •
we speak with our lips.
"America must have a rebirth of the
Nolan Howington Sees
spirit if we are to maintain our place
'New Day' for Baptists
of leadership in the world.
"We are in far more perilous times-, COMMENTING ON the harm'ony of
than the average American ever real- the Baptists of Arkansas as shown in
izes. We are on our way out <as a the annual session of the Arkansas Baptist State Convention, Prqfessor Nolan
P. Howington, of Southern Seminary,
MISSIONS & EVANGELISM
told the messengers: "We do not have
C. W. Caldwell, Superintendent
to fuss and split up to grow. Perhaps
WITH TWO Associations not ac- we have come into a new day as Bapcounted for, the number of .b aptisms 'tists."
reported for the year just closed is 560
About the seminaries and their proabove last year. When we get the re- gram of training the ministry, Dr.
ports from Dardanelle-Russellville, and l!owington said:
Newton County Associations we will
"We believe preachers ought to have
The Story of LoHie Moon
likely have near 800 more.
something in their hands as well as in
by Helen A. Monsell
Now that the convention is over thefr hearts. God demands that we
Danger
fails to dim Lottie
we will give our time in the immediate
Moon's determination to have
future to securing the names of the
"her own way" as one of the
members of the steering committees
and planning the Associational Evanmost colorful missionaries of
gelistic Clinics for February. The asour time lives in this advenwith
sociation that doesn't have a steering
ture-filled story.
committee by now is' almost out of
A new addition to the
the running, evangelistically.
Broadman
Junior Biography
e Seth Compere r e p o r t s Carroll
Series.
$2.00
County -to be 100 per cent in churches
from your
committed to participate in the Crusade.
Order from your
Pastors, check your church's recBAPTIST BOOK STORE
ord of baptisms and list the number
year by year. What year was your
record year? Adopt the slogan for
1959 - "More Than Ever Before.''
The Evangelistic Gonference , next
Daily Devotions for A Year ·
Jan. 26-28 is not for pastors only. It
By Eugenia Price
is for EVERYONE!! Pastors should
What leadh.g ChristiaJ;l magaz-ines say:
urge their members to attend. SunMoody Monthly: " . • . new richness to J:llany familiar
day School superintendents, Training ' ·
Bible passages."
Union directors, Brotherhood presidents and WMU presidents should all
Youth for Christ: " . . . blessing on .every page."
stress this meeting and urge many to
Eternity: ", •. original and well written .. ,"
attend.
Beautiful full 'color jacket, 2·color binding. with stained
Plan now for a big New Year
edges.
384 dear-type pages, Only $3.00
Eve's prayer meeting, and get all set
for the Soul Winning Commitment
Day. •

e

HER OWN WAY.

e

e

e

Share My Pleasant Stones

e
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Foreign Mission Soard Reports

Revival Reports
FffiST CHURCH, Conway: LarrY
Walker, Southwestern Seminary student, evangelist; Bill Emmitt, song director; J. H. Street, pastor; nine by
profession, seven by letter and "practically the entire active membership"
for rededication.
JAMES COlLUMS was evangelist in
a weeken d revival, Nov. 14-16 at Riverdale Church, near Jonesboro. Five
were received for baptism, one rededication, four other professions. Cloyce
H·c nderson is pastor.
DR. E. A. (HAPPY> Ingram was the
evangelist in a meeting with the Western Heigh ts Baptist Church, Cleveland,
Okla., Nov. 16-23. Bill Henry, pastor.
There were 12 for baptism, one by
statement, one by letter and three other adult professions.
•
WILLIAM EMMITT, music anc;l
•
educational director, 1st Church, Conway, has accepted the call to the same
position in the Ardmore Church, Memphis.

A FAMILY TREASURY
OF
INSPIRATION· AND
FAITH
By Herbert V. :rt"ochnow
This book is meant to be
·,elpful not only to every·
lne in the family, but a lso
to ministers, Sunday School
'eachers, workers in a ll
activities of the church
and leaders of youth organizations. There are a~
proximately four hundred
!j-~ttll selections, including inspir·
•
ing quotations, unusua l excerpts and stories from
sermons, great passages
'rom the Bible, poems of
unusual beauty and inter·
1sting illustrations all of
which wi ll be a source .of
inspiration nad guidance.

$2.00 at all Bookstores
W. A. WILDE CO., Publishers
Boston 16,

Mass.

BUY

Missionaries. Money Needed for Advance
DR. BAKER J. CAUTHEN, executive
secretary, Foreign Mission Board, reported a deepening interest by Southern Baptists in world missions at the
board's November meeting. He and
other secretaries of the board have attended the recent annual meetings of
Baptist state conventions.
"In every instance there was a deep
desire to know more about world need
and our responsibility for sharing
Christ with our fellow man," Dr. Cauthen said. "We can anticipate from
these meetings of state conventions
many people who will feel Ood's leadership to missionary service.
"The Foreign Mission Board is a
channel through which the 31,000
churches project their mission efforts
across the world. Much of this eftort
is reflected in tbe fact that already
the Convention-wide Cooperative Program budget hae been reached and
money is now being received from Advance Program funds."
(All Cooperative Program funds received by the Executive Committee of
the S o u t h e r n Baptist Convention
through December 31, called Advance
Program funds, are shared by the Foreign and the Home Mission Boards,
with the Foreign Mission Board receiving 75 per cent.>
Dr. Cauthen continued : "We are approaching a season when the Lottie
Moon Christmas Offering will be uppermost in the thinking of Baptists.
It is our hope that the offering this
year may be greater than ever before,
not only in the amount of money given,
·
•
FREEM~N HEIGH~s . Church, recently orgamze~ as a m1ss1on from 1st
Church, Berryvll!.e has cal~ed Dr. E. A •
Ingram as intenm pastor. He began
work there Dec. 1.

Your
:· ....
·.
'':'

.

BI\PTISl BOOK STORE:
is hea~quarters.: fo:r ·

BIBLES •
BOOKS
AUDIO VISUALS
CHURCH SUPPLIES

WHOLESALE!

Over 100,000 items now available, including all na.m e brands.
New ·service organized for ministers, choir directors, educational
Qirectors, deacons, $unday School teachers, church officers, and
all readers of this paper. UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
CHURCHMAN'S DISCOUNT SERVICE
BOX 547
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

but in the qualities of prayer, study,
and dedication which are so vital.
"We are often asked which is needed ·more desperately, missionaries or
money. We explain that in the operat ion of foreign mission work approximately one-third of our income is reqttired to maintain missionaries on the
fields, one-third is required to finance
programs of wqrk, and one-third is 'required to construct necessary buildings.
"However, we follow a definite policy
of sending the missionaries who are
qualified to go and doing the best we
can about our other responsibilities.
There are financial needs totaling
more than $3,000,000 which we are unable to sUpply; but we are assured
that our major step in mission advance
is that of placing missionaries in larger numbers throughout the world.
"We will come to the close of 1958
having reached our objective of 130
missionaries. We will enter 1959 with
high anticipation of appointing 140.
We are constantly encouraged by the
high quality of people who are yielding themselves to God for missionary
service.
"Across the world missionaries and
national Christian leaders are preparing for 1959 as a year of evangelism.
Extensive plans are being made in
many countries. Efforts will call for
simultaneous evangelistic meetings a[\d
crusades in large cities.
"There is increasing indication that
further 1a.rge-scale efforts in evangelism will emerge as progress continues.
Every step taken in these efforts bas
indicated the value and wisdom of reinforcing our witness tb Christ bY special evatgelistic measures. When these
•. efforts l'e followed by adequate measures in church development the work
on mission fields presses forward in a
very definite way."
·
8 Spanish Baptist Chul'ehes Closed
Dr. Cornell Goerner, secretary for
Africa, ·El,lrope, and the Near East, reported that the Baptist church at Seville, Spain, was closed on Nov. 10 by order of the Spanish Government. "The
addition of this · church to the list
brings to eight the total number of
Baptist churches in Spain which have
felt the hard hand of religious oppression from the centra:l Government of
Spain," he said.
Dr. Goerner said that in the Middle
East "a relatively quiet situation has
developed for the time being." The
Baptist school in Beirut, Lebanon, repor ts a record attendance·. Rev. and
!Mrs. John W. Turner have been able
to move to Tripoli, in the north of
Lebanon where the revolution first
broke out last May. They report that
the work of the churches is gradUally mo:ving · back toward normal rin' this
dominantly Moslem area of the country. •
ARKANSAS

BAP T IST

COUNSELOR'S CORNER
By DR. R. LOFTON HUDSON.
(Author of the new book For OUr Age
of Alllxlety; at your Baptist Book Store>

Unconscious Wish for Death

~ --~-.

~NNEariCV1' MV1'UAI. I.IPE INOURANCE COo

Secret Romance
Is there a mother anywhere who can't remember a scene
like this? Remember the heartaches, the almost unbearable
yearnings, the tormenting fear that you wouldn't be popular?
And remember the dread of intrusion at those moments?
Respect Susie's privacy. Her emotions ca,Q be thrown into
a turmoil very easily. She needs understanding. She craves
the assurance .of her mother's unwavering affection.

..

..

~

Local Option Gains in Arkansas
By CLYDE C. COULTER
Superintendent
Temperance League of Arkansas
ON NOV. 4, ·five counties in Atkansas held local option elections. Greene
and White counties had wet majorities.
The wets attempted
to vote drY Marion
County back wet.
The vote was more
than three to one to
remain
dry.
In
Scott and Yell counties, decisive dry victories were achieved.
There
are now
forty-two
counties
dry
in Arkansas,
and all of Sebastian
MR. COULTER
is dry, excepting the
Ft. Smith district. In addition, there
are 31 other townships and nine cities
dry.
The population now living in dry
territory in Arkansas is 814,937, or 42.5
per cent, 'rhe area now dry is 29,498
square miles or 56 per cent.
The American Business Men's Research Foundatiol.\, in the July-August
December 4, . 1958

QUESTION: Since my two months
old baby was found dead in bed I have
frequently had screaming spells saying
to my husband,
"Don't let me die;
please don't let me
die." I feel that I
am losing mY. mind.
I have h orr i b 1 e
dreams of murder,
c a n c e r, and all
forms
of
death.
What can I do? I
pray, read my Bible,
and am active in
every p h a s e of
DR ..uosoN • church work, but
these do not seem to help.
ANSWER: It sounds to me as if you
have an unconscious wish to die. Many
people do. There seems to be in every
human being a kind of automatic justice make1~ - a conscience, we call it.
If we have violated our consciences and
not admitted it frankly, then the "sentence" or punishment must be worked
out seeretly.
You may have wished that the little one would die, and quickly :;apressed it. Or you may be punishlng
your husband by making him listen to
you scream. You may even be holding
this fear of death before your eyes
to keep you from doing something you
have an urge to do that you consider
wrong. The human mind is. very complex.
If you had a kidney trouble you
would go to a urologist. For heart trouble you go to a cardiac specialist. Why
don't you insist on your doctor referring you to a psychiatrist, who specializes in emotional disturbances? •
(Address questions to Dr. Hudson,
Wornall Road Baptist Church,
1
Kansas City, Mo.>

issue of its official publication, "The
Foundation Says," states: "Arkansas
and Kentucky have made greatest
gail-is percentagewise in Local Option
campaigns during the last fifteen
years. The Foundation states that,
from 1943 to 1958, Kentucky increased
over-aU majority when they voted to
her Dry population from 42.1 per cent · go dry,
to 56.1 per cent, and that Arkansas,
Earnest appeal is made here to the
during the same period, increased her Christian people of Arkansas - to pasdry population from 16.5 per cent to tors and other Christian leaders - to
42 per cent."
join hands .courageously and prayerArkansas is the only state in the fully in this vitally important phase
nation in which the Temperance of Christian service. The brewers and
League has secur.e d a local option law. the distillers and their cohorts are inOther states have such laws, but they creasingly arrogant, and they are inwere enacted by legislatures. Twelve creasing thei-r attempts to make more
states have no Local Option privileges people drink and drinkers to drink
whatever.
more, and more!
Liquor forces have attempted 18
Christ has commanded that "Every
times county-wide, and 15 times in .. tree that bringeth not good fruit is
townships and towns, to vote dry
hewn down and cast into the fire."
areas back wet - 33 attempts in aU.
Also, the Bible teaches plainly that,
They have been defeated in every
"No drunkard shall inherit the kingattempt. NO dry territory has, so
dom of God'." The Bible has many
far, voted back wet. And the overpassages condemning the liquor trafaU majority to remain dry in those
fic. May the all-wise Master of men
33 attempts by the wetB, was more
lead us all to Christian warfare in this
than three times as large as the
phase of His service. •
Pa _ge Nineteen

This Christmas- .•.

Give the Word

of Go,d to those you love • • •

in the living language of today!
What more timely gift for this moment in this
world than a Bible! And what more timely Bible
than the Revised Standard Version-so cl~arly
written. in the language we use today that your
loved ones will turn to it twice as often for inspiration and peace of mind.
The. RSV replaces OJJt-of-date, confusing expressions with clear, understandable languag~-yet
preserves the poetic beauty of the King Jatnes
Version. It is based on the most authoritative
texts available. And since many of these are
ancient manuscripts only recently discovered, the

RSV Bible is, in a sense, our oldest Bible as well
as our most accurate.
Because of this new clarity and accuracy, the
RSV is a Bible even for someone who already has
a· Bible.
Religious leaders of more than 40 denominations have praised the RSV Bible. More than six
million copies have been sold. This Christmas
give your loved ones a richer unde~standing. of
God's Scriptures with this magnificent Bible.
They'll long remember you for such a treasured
gift.

THERE IS AN RSV BIBLE FOR EVERY MEMBER OF rouR FAMI ..Y
Red-Letter Edition 090QRL).
An
RSVB with the words of Chris! in red.
In momertts, any part o( the Master's
message can be found for inspiration
or study, Maroon buckram. Page size:
5ll.l" x • ?'/.!" .........................$7.50
In black genuine leather (3907RL)'
Box•d .................. - ..................... $-11

NEW!
Magnificent
India-Paper
Bibles. A triumph of the bookbinder's
art. Each edition is less than 1" thick,
yet is printed ip easy-to-read 9-point
type. Gold edges and stamping, ·r[bbon
marker. Presentation page. Page size :
51;2" x 81.4". Boxed.
Rich black or red genuine leather
(3808X, 3808XR) ....................$"13;50

Rich genuine · leather (3807, 3807R). Handsome edition for family and student use.
Plenty ot White space between lines for easy
reading. Gp ld · edges, ribbo!) markers. Pa ge
Size: 51h " x IrA". Boxed. Black or red $10
In maroon bUckram,' shown top right (3800)

................ --~-- ..--...--..·-····-----·---·-

$6.50

Youl'g people's Illustrated Edition (2804Z) .
Contains 12 full•color pictures. 12 maps in
color. Blllck leatheroid bind ing with zipper.
Limp style. Page size: S V..n x 7 ll.." . Boxed

................................................................ $5.50
Same as above, without zipper <2803) $3;!10
In blue cloth, wlthout zipper (2800) ....$3.25·

Order from your

BAPTIST BOOK STORE

Luxurious black or red genuine morocco, leather-lined (3868X, 3868XR> $20

Exclusive publishers of the Revised Standard Verslon Bible.
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THE BOOKSHELF
The Amplified New Testament, Zondervan Publishing House, 1958, $3.95
The committee of schol!!-rs responsible through the Lockman Foundation,
for' this work, have restored the true
meaning to thousands of obscure
words ap.d simpJ..tfief;i hundreds of difficult passages to produce not oply a
fresh translation but a concise commentary. Billy Graqam has e_n dorsed it
as "th.e most wonderful tra!1\!lation."
According to. the publishers, a total of
12,0QO hours of "diligent ;research, and
prayerful study" went into the making
of this book.
Two verses from John 15 will give
some idea of the style and nature.. of
the translation:
I am th.e True Vine and My Father
is tpe Vinedresser. Any branch in Me
that does not bear frujt - tb.at stops
bearing - He cuts away (trims off,
takes away). And .He cleanses and repeatedly prunes e:very branch that continues to bear fruit; to make it bear
more and richer and more excellent
fruit.
All the Men of the Bible, by Herbert Lockyer, Zondervan Publishing
House, 1958, $4.95.
Included in this c y c 1 o p e d i a are
names and sketches of all the men
named i:Q. the Bi-ble. The correct prenunciati<:m of each name is given,
along with the meani1,11g of the name.
This should prove a valuable book for
aJ.l serious students o~ Gocf.s word.
The Years that OoWlt, by Rosalind
Rinker, Zondervan, Publishing House,

TRAININC UNION
Ralph W. Davis, Secretary

Speakers' Tournament .
Scholarships
SOUTHERN BAPTIST College will
give scholarships to the first and second place winners of each of the spea~
ers' tournaments in each association,
which will be held in the , spring, ,The
first place scholarship, is· $50 and the
second place scholarship is 'for $25.
Each association should have two
speakers' tournaments, one for the 1718 year olds and one for the 19-24 plus
college students~ First p,lace winners in
each association . will go to the district
tournaments.
Associational tournaments should be held in March, and
district tournaments will be held at the
district conventiens during' the week of
March 23-27.
Write to the Training Union Department for speakers' tournament tract.
Sword Drill and Junior-Memory Drill
Junior memory-sword drill and inmorning."
This volume is to be the first of four
reissues of some of Dr. Robertson's famous books on the New Testament.
A collection of studies rather than
a verse-by-verse exposition, it includes
four chapters on the person and work
..Q.{ Christ.

it.

--- .

Studies in Mark's Goapel, by A. T.
Ro}Jertson, revised 1958 by Archie Robertson, Broa,dman Press, $2.50
When this book by the late and
noted New Testament scholar, long a
distinguished member of the faculty at
Southern Baptist Seminary, first appeared, the author wrote: "The Gospel
has the charm of two personalities who
contributed to its contents, Peter and
John Mark. Both were vivacious and
versatile and have preserved the portrait of Jesus With the fresh,ness of the
December 4, 1958
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1400 QUIZ-QUESTIONS on the BIBLE
Complete with REFERENCES.
Know your Bible. Easy and pleasant home
study increases knowledge of the scriptures.
Arranged for use in traini'Df groupe, so~ial
periods. Give quiz-parties fo:t frien.dq. 5end.
11~00 for your copy to-

QUIZ· QUESTIONS

Box 7175, Kansu, Cltx 13, M,o,

I\ •

I~

1958, $2

"Why wait until some future date to
start to be a living witness for. Jesus
Christ? Why not now? You will never taste the rich fullness of His joy
until you begin to sha"e with others
and shoulder your responsibility of
speaking with your friends about the
most im_pqrtant subject in all the
world. If you don't bring up the subject, who will?"
T.h.is is taken from a chapter entitled,
"LJve for Now or for the Future," in
Miss Rinker's book.
'Fh.e author attem1;1ts tq bridge the
so-e.alled "unbridg{!able gap;• between
high school and college age. Adults as
well as young people will benefit from

termediate sword dJ;llls should be hGl~
in the church.es sometime during Febl'Uary. Each church may send its sword
drill winner and any number of junior sword ctrill winners to the associational dl'ills to be held in March. The
winners in the associational drills will
go to the district' di;ill during the week
of March 23-27. . .
· The first J?lace winner of the sword
drill in each district will participate in
the state sword drill 'at the youth convention at Little R'ock on April 10.
Each winner in each of the two speakers' tourn·a ments in each district will
participate in the state speakers' tournaments on April 10. •
TOMMY MULLIN has been elected
president of the newly-organized Brotherhood in Wynne Chapel. other officers
include: Wylie Brown, activities vice
president; Charles Manchester, program
vice pre~idtmt; Glepn Marcum, membership vice president; Wylie Brown, song
leader, and Clifford Brown, secretarytreasurer.

1.
2.

3.

4.

If you. h~ve not received you:r m~terial~, ~lease
u.s immediately a,t the Baptist Bmldmg·,
Little Rock, Ark.
If you ·do not regularlY. subs~ribe to t:l;le Baptis~
Bulletin service, but would hke. the Studet-:~tt N1ght
Bulletin\ order th,em ~o.w at 127 9th Ave.,
North, Nashville, Tenn..
If you did not use the fre~.l~flet, "Introducing
·The Baptist Student Union" at Off-To-Coll~g~-D~,
o.rder enough for adults and young p.e<wle ~tteJldiJtg
Student Night. Order from Student .Department,
Baptist Sunday Scho.ol Boar(!~ Nas;hv1Ue 3, Tenn.
If you did not present gift certificates to The
Ba,ptist Student Maga,zine at "Off to College Day"
you may want to do so now. Write the Student
Department. in Nashville for these.
writ~

-'J,'omLog,ue

Pa·ge Twe-nty-One

Children's

Nook------~·- ----

A Smile or Two
Remedy for Baldness
DECLARING he could note .some
changes that had taken place since .he
was a Little Rock pastor years ago,
changes in the hair lines of many of
his old friends, Dr. C. C. Warren offered this remedy for bald-headed men,
at a session of the Arkansas Baptist
Convention recently:
Take a quantity of persimmon juice
and a large helping of alum. Mix thoroughly, Then work this mixture into
the pores of the bald spots. The remedy will not grow hair, but it will make
your head shrink so that the hair you
have will fit.

By VINCENT EDWARDS

NINETY YEARS ago this Christmas
a minister in Philadelphia ·had something special to present to the boys
and girls in his Sunday School. Phillips Brooks had a very different kind
of gift to offer. It was a Christmas
carol he had written himself.
Today wherever the birthday of the
Saviour is celebrated in English-speaking lands, the hymn he penned is almost certain to be sung, It has been
heard times without number, for his
carol has become one of the most
popular and appealing of all the songs
sung at the year's gladdest season.
Many know it by heart. The words
themselves are easily remembered, and
when one considers their meaning and
how appropriate they are for Christmas, it is hardly any wonder that
thousands of persons have become
very fond of them:
0 little. town of Bethlehem,
How still we see thee lie!
~bove thy deep and drewmless sleep
The silent stars go by;
Yet in thy dark streets shineth
The everlasting Light;
The hopes and !,ears of all the years
Are met in thee tonight.
When Phillips Brooks had written
his beautiful lines, he knew they needed music to be complete. He went to
Louis Redner, who was the organist of
his church. Mr. Redner was not only
a gifted musician. He could compose
music.
Phillips Brooks showed him the little carol he had jotted down and ·a sked
if he could write a tune. Mr. Redner
read the lines, and struck by their beauty, promised to do hts best. ·
r..~~ ..;;
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It was ·strange the way the music
came to him. He awoke in the middle of the night with a lovely tune ring
iag in his mind. Losing no time, Mr.
Redner climbed out of bed, lighted a
lamp, and put the tune on paper.
When the boys and girls in the Sunday School heard the new carol, they
liked it immensely and sang it heartily
at the Christmas service. It made an
instant appeal to everybody present.
As time passed, the popularity of
the song steadily increased. Tens of
thousands of people came to know' it
where there had been only three or
four hundred at the beginning. The
boys and girls who sang it for the first
time never forgot that w o n d e r f u 1
Christmas service of .1868.
More years went by, and ' Phillips ·
Brooks was called to a bigger church
in Boston. Crowds flocked to hear this
great preacher. His influence and
standing were strong, Because his
words and acts seemed to make people
think of Jesus, he had a great followi'n g all over the country. Everywhere he
was loved and admired.
He was only fifty-eight years old
when he died in 1893. The people were
greatly saddened by his death. · Lollis
Redner, the composer, lived until 1908.
Probably by now, all the boys and
girls who first sang "0 Little Town
of Bethlehem" are either dead or very
old men and women. Yet the carol
that Phillips Brooks wrote and for
which his organist composed the music is very much alive. The author
and the composer and even those hapPY young singers may be gone, but " 0
Little Town of Bethlehem" is more popular today than ever before. No Christmas comes and goes but that the words
and music kindle the hearts of all who.
keep this happy season. •
{Sunday ·School Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)

DR. TAYLOR DANIEL, of the Relief
and Annuity Board, got more than a
passing guffaw from Arkansas Baptist
Convention messengers with this story,
an old one ever new:
·
When the pastor who was conduct,.
ing prayer meeting hesitated a little in
the face of a request from a boy that
he "pray for grandpa's floating kidney," the young fellow reminded: "You
ought to be able to pray for· a floating
kidney - you prayed last Sunday for
loose livers!"
·
WHEN THE EDITOR of the Arkansas Ba;ptist requested Brooks· Hays to
"try to put something into your speech
you are going to deliver at Southwestern' Seminary that will be worth printing," Brooks came right back at a f~l
low Londoner <Pope County> with:
"That reminds me of the fellow at
Dover who was running for constable.
He had heard his opponent say, 'Elect
me and I will be no respecter of persons.' But this fellow went them one
better .. 'Elect me,' he said, 'and I won't
have no respect for nobody!'"
Now that we've had time to think this
one through, it sort of looks like Brooks
was
getting personal with' the' editor!
.
.
; DR. C. C. WARREN assured his congftfjtation as he began his address at
tHe.. Arkansas State Convention: "I always quit right on the dot, but so far
nobody has been able to find the dot."
TAKING THE gavel from President
Rucker 'to· preside over one of the sessions .of the Arkansas State Convention L. c. Tedford humorously dispensed
with Roberts' Rules of Order in favor of
what he called the "main-strength-andawkwar~ness method."
NOLAN P. HOWINGTON, formerly
pastor of 1st Church, Little Rock, now
of the faculty of Southern Seminary,
Louisville: "The seminary ·professor explodes his little homiletical firecrackers in many different pulpits."
ARKAI'<I:t,R.::t
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Sunday School. Lesson

Jesus'

•
Human Life
Power 1n

SUNDAY SCHOOL
The 'One for One' Campaign
By A. V. WASHBURN

BY THIS time, perhaps you have already heard what the "One for One"
By RAY S. NELSON
Campaign is - a Sunday School enrollment campaign in all of the church'Pastor, 1st Church, Heber Springs
es with the goal of one new Sunday
when he sees it - even the glory of School member for each officer and
Mark 5:1-13
God on the face of Jesus may mean teacher. This campaign is to begin on
December 7
nothing, as at the cross.
· Feb. 1, and should continue until the
revival meeting begins in your church
Three
others:
four,
"loss
of
fellowJUST WH~T and where the source of
in March or in April. The duration of
this man's condition we do not know, ship with God" - utter loneliness in the campaign, therefore, would be at
isolation
from
God;
five,
consequences
but we see sin taking its destructive
leallt six weeks.
toll and course in to others"; (As someone has truly said,
· This emphasis is sponsored jointly
his life. The prac- "that whatsoever · a man soweth that by the Department of Evangelism of
tice of sin: anything shall he also reap" is not the whole the Home Mission Board and the Sunand everything that truth, others too have to share their day School Department of the Baptist
puts a barrier be- reapin"g; six, the ultimate consequence, SummY School Board along with the
tween a man and "judgment."
Lost, hopeless, helplessfy perishing state secretaries of evangelism and the
God, leads to the en.
.
. why Jesus came to earth. Sins state Sunday School secretaries. This
slavement
of life
effort can provide a practical demon(John 8:34).
The remedy? Foregiveness! - restoring of stration of the effectiveness of enlistDevil was and is a the lost relationship, 1·econciling of sin- ing the wholehearted support of the
murderer from the ners to God. Only Jesus can do that. 700,000 Sunday School officers and
beginning
(J o h n Acts 4:12 emphasizes, ·"None · other teachers thoughout our Convention in
death name under heaven given among men reaching, teaching, and winning lost
8
:44)
bringing
MR. NELSON
to
health,
peace, whereby we must be saved."
And the demons shrieking and trem- peop'le. It is our earnest belief that
beauty, purity and happiness. So it
bling
from the very fear of future judg- su~h a co-operative undertaking will
was. with the Gadarene.
result in the enlargement and strengthWorthy to note
Jesus revealing ment (Luke 8 :31), that to come before ening of all of our Sunday Schools· that
their
time,
cried
"Send
us
into
the
the universality. of his mission in the
will participate.
experience of the Gadarene - minis- then considered unclean and abhorrent
A WORTHY PURPOSE
tering to human -need wherever, regard- swine" and they were given leave or
-13ermission.
God's
power
in
Christ
The
prime
purpose of this Sunday
less of race, color or class.
·
Let us mention the lesson's main over the forces of evil in human life. School enrollment campai~.n. with its
Large n'l;lmbers came and saw the- slogan "One for One," is to put hunteaching: A' demonstra,tion of the power of Christ over the forces of evil in demoniac sitting at the feet of Jesus, dreds of thousands of new people in
human life. -How wonderful and enlarg- calm as a child and praying that he Southern Baptist Sunday School classing is the meaning of Luke 19:10, "For might remain with the Lord, but sent es before the beginning. of the 1959
the ·Son of man is come to seek and aw(I.Y unto his own people to tell them Silmultaneous Revival Crusade. A Sunsave the people tha.t are lost." We see what great things God had done for day School will grow best wnen •the
workers are motivated by an evangelisJesus cont1nually identifying himself him.
La1·ge numbers bade the Lord to tic passion. Revival nieeting.s· wilJ be
not with the masses but the individual. WQile he loved all broken lives, leave their coasts, seeing the loss of the. more effective when, in addition to
He hated passionately the evil things swine, perferring rather the material the visitation of God's Holy Spirit ·upon
that had broken them. He spoke of over the- spiritual - health and life the people great hosts of unsaved peo.men as "lost" and "perishing" (Luke of God that He came to reveal and ple have been brought under the influence of Bible teaching, and thus
impart. •
15:4, 8, 24; Ma.tt 18:14).
__,........
have their hearts prepared for the
Broken lives were never treated by
BIBLE STUDY BOOK READY
preaching ·of the gospel. The largest
Jesus as "cases"; they were brothers to
Every church in Arkansas will want number of baptisms come by way of
be helped. His purpose was the restorto
observe Bible Study Week, Jan. 5-9. the Sunday School. There is, there..
ing dt lost sons to the home in God
from which their sins had shut them The book to be used is "A Study of fore, an immediate necessity that new
the Gospel of Mark" by Hugh Peter- people be enrolled in the Sunday
out.
son. These books are now available School in order to provide a greater
Consequences of Sin
Considering the background truths from the Baptist pook Store, Little evangelistic harvest.
(Continued next week).
relative · to this man's condition, look Rock. It would be wise to order now. •
at the consequences of sin.
The first consequence is the "bad
You will be delighted to glve
conscience." How gnawing is this to
POINTS FOR EMPHASIS, 1959
the soul. · Second consequence is "an
enslaved will." Sin once admitted in
by Clifton J. Allen
the human heart and allowed to· beat a
path there makes way for foul shapes
The handy-sized commentary of the International Sunday School Lessons.
of sin to march up and down at will.
The sinner then awakens to discover
Containing: an introduction to each Sunday
that, try as he may he cannot forsake
school lesson for 1959; an application of lesson
his sin. The · scriptures reveal Jesus'
truths to life today; the Scripture passages;
initial beginning was "to preach deliv•
daily Bible readings.
erance to the captives." The third con3% x S inches
Only 95¢
sequence of sins is "a hard~ned ·hell-rt"
-when Jesus stood before Herod (unfor Christmas at your
like Pilate John 19: 33ff), not a
word did he speak (Luke 23 :9). Man
may go on in sin until he loses the
very power of reco!5nizing goodness

is
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BACK FOR ·his first appearance before an Arkansas Baptist group since
his defeat in his race for a ninth term
in Congress, Brooks Ha:vs, president of
the Southern Baptist Convention, received two standing ovations from the
more than 700 attending the closing
session of the State Convention, Nov.
20.
The congregation stood and cheered
as President Hays went to the pulpit
to begin his 20-minute message. Several times there were "amens" and once
aPPl&use, as .he talked. As he was leaving the platform at the close of his
address, the congregation stood again
for a lengthy applause.
No resolution of confidence and respect was proposed. None was needed.
The people showed in no uncertain
terms how high this Christian leader
stands in their estimation.
Women from the congregation, thinking Mrs. Hays would be attending the
service with her husband, had prepared to present her a corsage, but had
it delivered to her at home when she
did not appear.
"She's heard my speeches so much
she is tired of them," Hays confessed
facetiously to a newsman.
First of several references to his recent defeat for Congress came early in
his address. Expressing his deep gratitude at being chosen president of the
Southern Baptist Convention, first in
Chicago in 1967, and again in Houston this year, he said:
"Of course, I should never have accepted. But it was so thrilling to be
elected to something, I just had to accept!"
This brought a wave of appreciative
laughter.
"There is one thing about being defeated for Congress," Hays continued.
"Now I can speak Without inhibition."
Here the C''OWd applauded.
"Newspapermen have been wonderful to me," Hays said, wi,th assumed
naivete, .as he looked out over the
crowd. "They just foliow me around.
I see there are some here today. Well,.
this is ,.just a talk to my Baptist fam-

'

..

There may be some political implications, but this· is not a political
speech."
Hays said he had profited by his defeat. Some of the older ones present
would remember, he said, that he had
been defeated before, but it had been
so long since the last time "that I had
just about got out of practice." He
said the words of comfort and confidence his Baptist friends had spoken
or written to him, and the scripture
references that they had s,uggested to
h:.m had been of great help. "My heart
has been made tender because of you,'' ·
he said.
"Without Christianity there can be
no true democracy," Mr. Hays said.
"Left to make our own decisions, God
still loves us even when we make the
wrong decisions. And Christians are
to go on loving one another regardless of whether they see eye-to-:eye."
Referring to his new book which recently came from the Broactman Press,

The
LITTLE GIANT HOTOMATIC
Gas Water Heater No. 3
Will supply all the hot
water needed for Baptistries,
Church Kitchens, Rest Rooms.
Heats 450 GPH, 20• rise In
temperature. Inexpensive, too.
Write for free folder.
LITTLE GIANT MFG. CO.
907 7th Street, Orange, Texu

ily,

LISTEN TO THE
LITTLE PREACHER

This World: A Ch-ristian's -Workshop,

Mr. ' Hays said one of his friends told
him recently: "It's a mighty good book,
I wonder wno wrote it for you."
"I certainly appreciate your nice compliment," Hays said he replied. "I wonder who read. it to you?"
Stating that he might never run for
office again, Hays said, "I am thinking of the contribution I can make
to my people. · I seem to be stuck with
the label 'moderate.' Well, the only
place in the Bible I find anything about
moderation ts in Paul's letter to the
Philippians, to whom he said: 'Let your
moderation . be known to all men.'"
MQderatiqn is not necessarily a vlrt:ue, for it may be the badge of ex- ·
pediency, he col).tinued. But . moderation can be made a virtue- through our
attitudes and our spirits when Christ
is in our hearts.
"If the. world needs anything, it is
an awareness of God's compassion, of
his· continual searching us out that
we might be his workers in this world,
which is ·the Christian's workshop. "~
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Just wait 'til you see this new
filmstrip the Home Mission Board
has producedHIS STORY TO PROCLAIM

It's so different -

and exciting/"'

Children are used to tell the story of
spiritual need and harvests by Southetn
Baptists through the Home Mission
Board. This filmstrip will be usable with
all four of the Home Mission Study
books for 1959. A special script for children is included. _In color, with manual,
$5.00.

Order from Y,our

Baptist Book Store

